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ROY, HARDING COUNTY, NEW MttAltJU,

.Will.

FIRE BREAKS OUT

HARDING COUNTY FAIR
IN FULL BLAST.

IN IDEAL BAKERY

SEPARATOR

The town was suddenly awa
kened about 4 o'clock Wednesday morning when the fire alal
rm thru the telephone system
was sounded in the different
homes in Roy. The fire was discovered by Mrs. Beecher Buhan-na- n
who had gotten up to care
burning of pine. She went to the
back door of their hoiv.e ant!
discovered the whole back end
of the Ideal Bakery in a blaze.
She screamed for help and with
in a few minutes practically the
whole town was awake from the
telephone alarm and i'iom the
shot j being l'ird in different parts of town.
Tim blaze was already bursting thru the roi.f vl ei; disco-ver- o
t and among the first ones
to arrive at the fire was Dr.
with his
"
and
he broke into Judge Fosters office and began fighting the blade thru a window, that is bet
ween the Judge's office and the
bakery; within a few minutes
several other fire extinguishers
were on the secne and they
were able to hold the fire in
check until water could be secured from a large cistern just
back of the bakery, and in a
half hour the fire was completely under control. Altho it had
burned the whole back end of,
the bakery' apd ruined the contents completely and heavily damaged the Ice Cream parlor and
all other fixtures in the front of

ge crowd is in town today (Friday) which indicates that the
Attendance wil be far greater
the last two days of the fair.
The horse races and other amusements are excellent and some fine races áre being run du-

SeptembMT7thri92lT
'

PARENT TEACHERS

-

The ball games each afternoon
between Dawson and Roy. attract the attention of a large crowd.
Roy won Thursday by a score of
12 to 8 and to day the score was
in favor of
All in all the Fair is a great
success and we will tell you all
about it next week, as we are
trying to get the paper out early so we can attend the fair ourselves.
NEW OIL STATION TO BE
ERECTED IN ROY.
Mr. G. Vv Barber of Las Vegas, has been in Roy this week

making preparations for the erection of an cil station for the
Owenwood
'

arri-- f

Fire-

Oil Corporation

of

Forth Worth, Texas.

-'

Foam just when he did, and his
immediate action it would have
been impossible to have done
any thing frith the fire and the
vho'e block would have been destroyed. As it was the City Maat
Market, the Roy Pool Hall and
the R. P. Shaya. were badly
smoked as the smoke from the
ceiling poured into these rooms
and it looked as if they were on

The Owenwood Oil Corpora-i- s
one of the larger Oil and Gas
distributors of the west, and is
erecting-Oi-

l

Stations throughout

Texas, New Mexico and Oklahoma. They handle the famous
gasoline and Oils
Coal Oils...
and the Aero-Lit- e
While here Mr. Barber made
Aero-Spéci-

--

al

arrangements for .the purchase
of several lots in the north part

of town and also leased a parcel
of land from the railroad for the
location of the tanks, warehouses
and other buildings. The first
The big loss from the fire unit of the station will contain
will fall onto George Lewis, Ma- at least three large storage tannager and owner of the Ideal ks with a capacity of at least
of several thousand dollars and 55,000 gallons and also a modem
the loss to Mr. Foster owner of warehouse.
The new oil station will be unthe building will bé quiet an
amount also . We understand der the management of F.S.
that both the bakery and the Brown and S.E.Paxton and they
buildings were partly covered by will be ready for the wholesale
insurance. '
o
f
of gasoline, oils and other
The putting out of such a laron
ducts
before
or
Declst.
ge fire and one that had gained
The erection of the tanks, buiso much headway with a few
ldings
etc. will start ' within 30
fire extinguishers or at least
holding if :i "heck' is Positive days and will be of the latest
evidence that Roy should pur- - type.
chase a large chemical tank at
Messrs. Brown and Paxton in- -,
once to be used in fighting fire
us that they will operate
forms
and which will at least give us
until the city one oil truck within the city limits and two trucks from Roy to
vorks are comr:-tpd- .
v.
Just how th fir orinr''ted. the suiTounding towns which
" one knows ; The oven had not will guarantee immediate delivbeen used the previous day, al ery.
tho a fre was in the furnace, but The company will wholesale
the floor around the furaré is gasoline, oils and all
cement and it is hardly likely to the whole Tnesa and the oils
that it caught from the furnace. handled are guaranteed to measIt is only a miracle that the ure up to the Navy's new speciwhole block was not destroyed fications which guarantees to
as all the buildings on the enti- he public that they will handle
This nothing but the best.
re block are connected.
This new enterprise is a valumakes the third fire in this block in the past 8 years and twice ed addition to Roy and should
the block has been burned to the be the cause of cheaper oils and
gas for the whole mesa.
ground.
;
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Maxwell House Coffee
per cent PURE.
Come in and get a pound, if you do not like it - we will
refund your money without question.
100

If you like real coffee you will like,

MAXWELL

HOUSE.

500
BOYS AND GIRLS SCHOOL SHOES AT

greatly reduced prices
ROY TRADING COMPANY

BOWMAN

DAVIS

Mr. Herbert Davis and Miss
Nellie Bowman, were united in
marriage by Judge Foster at
Roy last Sunday . The bride is
a most estimable and accompli
shed young lady ot the. Pleasant
View neighborhood, east of Roy,
and the groom is one of Brand's
districts respected and prosper
ous young farmers.
After the ceremony the happy
couple went to the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Davis where they
were entertained at dinner, alto
which they went to the home of
the brides parents for a short
visit . Quite a large crowd cf
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MORE FACTS
ABOUT THE
BONUS BILL
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THE FACTS ABOUT BURSUMS
VOTE ON THE SOLDIER
BONUS BP L

ption.
I hope that every veteran of the late War will resent tTTis
effort and give to Bursum the vote his work and his every vote
in our behalf entitles him to receive.
Signed:
Victor Heinthe.
'
Captain Victor Heinthe is one of the most distinguished
He is
of the great Americans who fought for us in France.
a member of the American Legion, in his service in France he
was decorated with the distinguished Service Cross and th
Croix De Guerre. He is in New Mexico making speeches in
Bursum's behalf because he feels that the veterans owe their
a has CHAMPIONED their cause.
support to the
O. L. Phillips
i

"

.
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'

-

'
;

,

'.'.,

Chairman.
(Advertisement)
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The statement I have seen in print that Senator
Bursum passed his vote on the Adjusted Compensation Act until its recommittal had become assured and that he then vct: J
no int he interest of the Soldiers, Í3 untrue to my personal knowledge. Senator Bursum did not pass his vote on this bill as
men in Washington at that time knew Senator
all
Bursum he voted agaijist the bill as he has worked for every
men.-- This last minute
measure for the welfare of
charge against Senator Bursum is a deliberate effort by his
against by decepolitical enemys to get thev otes of

.

"A Proñtable Place to Tra ie'

3.)

September 11th 1921.
Mr. J. Floersheim,
Roy, N. M. '
My dear Mr. loersheim :
Before leaving Wnshino-frI was reasonably aware of the
political situation in New Mexico
uearmg upon the special election ox tne United States Senator on September 20th. I have
been in New Mexico a few cays
getting m closer touch with this
situation. 1 have had. the bene- iiit ot miormati.on from practi
cally every section of the state,
and it is my conviction that the- their friends gathered there Sure is no genuine enthusiasm any- nday night and treated them to
where for the Republican nomi a surprise party and old fahb-ne- d
nee,
charivari combined, at v. hi- The Republican party haslch a highly enjoyable time v.t.3
never been more positively under reported. The bride is a
the control of those leaders who of Mrs.C. T. Wright of Mil!:.
seek to exploit the masses of the Mr. and Mrs. Davis' will maks
people for the benefit of the few. their home on the grooms farz.i
This means that the great pro - 'eight miles east of Mills.
iuv innis isuvuuptu.
"wwa ví nía country
in a couple of days. Mr. Smiths Talk
Mr. Reoder aie goinsr to nav ptwmimis tri
loss will amount to about $200. Reading - What th.2 Associa- - bute to the predatory interests
NOTICE
tion stands fcrtMsr. Jack. Brown oí tne pa&t. The WehnnH
A uc?rw "
assert itseli and its only hope HPlm Pn
for the present can be found inborn will give a "Trip Around
ICE CREAM SOCIAL
A BIG SUCCESS
uic mu;u ouues senate.
miine uoriu on septemuer z r i.
that body New Mexico has two The Trip will start from the
The Ice Cream Social given by votes out of '96. In the house Christian Church at 7 o'clock
the Parent Teachers' Association of Representatives it has butjM- Everyone ecme and enj
jan unusual entertainment.
(last Friday evening was quite a one vote in 435.
The greatest political and
success both socially and financially. A large crowd was pre- economic crime in our history is
IVTH
As the sidelights of history
to be perpetrated through
about
evening
enjoyed
sent
and
all
the
enr.ble the student to more clca-lr- y
very much . A short program the passage of the discriminate-- 1 mTT1n
1 J
understand the recorded fa- was rendered during the evening
cts, so the sidelight on Senator
Over
was" taken in
Bursum's vote on the bonus bill from the$50.00
social and the funds
will enable the war veteran to
will be used for the first pay- enter earnest and unequivocal!
understand his real position on ment on a piano for the new protest . Let New
Mexico, voic- that measure. When the roll school building.
ing the sentiment of the great
Much is being made by the
call was ordered and Senator
'AssociaThe
Bursum's name was called, well tion has a lot of work laid out West, say in emphatic terms Rai'tisan opposition of the fact
that this crime shall not be com- - that Scnator Vwsvua voted with
up on the list, he did not respond
before it for the present school
a of htT
of the Republi
He was standing near Senator
year and we shall expect a great mitted.
ill lire OCIItlie
III
Curtis, the Republican whip of
uuijjlll
rni
good to come from this imOenatjr Newberry of Micinciu is a siong unaercur-ren- t
the senate who was keeping of
portant organization.
in favor of the election higan, whose seat was contested
tally on his vote, After the roil
,thé
nominee of the Democratic by Henry lord, the Automobile
had been called and enough vote-REPUBLIC A N SPEAKERS
Remember,
to
party
to the United States Sena-had been cast
insure the bill
MAKE FAVORABLE
Newberry
was
in
that
the war,"
would be recommitted and thus
IMPRESSION. !te.
fighting
his
for
whih
countiv.
kill it as far as this congress is
From the bottom , of my Ford was at home piling up mil- concerned. Senator Bursum asf
Congressman Campbell of
neart 1 wish that I might visit !lions in
war protit, - remember
ked that his name be called and
of
Miss
and
Thurston
bursum
and all other Repu- that
every
community
in the State
he voted against the recommittal
can
D. C. spoke to an at- - and explain . to the good
e.d or New'
of the bill.
naTs
Perhaps you have received a tentive audience on Tuesday ev- the political and economic pefpieberry after the United States
situ (Supreme Court had declared him
circular maintaining that the ening. Mr. Campbell's talk on
as I see it. This, of course 'not guilty of excessive expendi-i- s
tion
Democratic statement regarding
the Harding admimpracticable and by reason turcs of money in his campaign
Bursum's attitude on the Sold- the doings of
backed
by
was,
inistration
facts
of
that fact I am writing you or e'ect'on Remember that the
Compensation
Adjusted
iers
Act
who 'í?8
recomittal, was a lie. We reite- and devoid of any mud slinging. this letter to make an earnest
"iHÍ Ne.
berry
was
rate the statement in the above Miss Thurston's talk to the wo;
apeal that you, and all Honaire pacifist who was too
language which is all planly w rimen voters was a treat, and very ot our friends, do everything proud to fight or to let his son
ten in English.
interesting, which shouldi have possible to bring bout the elec- - fight for his country. V' "','
DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL
(Adverisement)
COMMITTEE. been heard by every woman vo- tion of our splendid candidate,,
(Advertisement)
Richard II. Hanna.
ter in Hardnig County.
7
Mr.
Allen Stults, are
Most sincerely yours,
the proud parents of a fine 10
A. A, Jones,
lb. baby girl since the third of
Adv.
(this month. We misled this
piece of news last week, but it
Mrs. Edgar Floersheim enter- - is still news to many yet.
tained a number of ladies at her
Dr. Daniels reports all doing
home in the east part of town nicely, Mrs. Stults was former-la- st
Tuesdav in honor of her mo. lv Miss Avis Wilson
r i
m
f
iiier mrs.
o.i. íviattnews who is.1
visiting her from Wagonmound
The F. S. Brown Motor Co.
A splendid afternoon was ignor has sold one Sampson Tractor
ed by those present. Dainty re- - and Plow to P.P. blake of Mostreshments were served by the quero and will make delivery
hostess. '
next week.
---

.

NUMBER

DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL
COMMITTEEMAN FOR
NEW MEXICO.

PROGRAM.

-

tor belonging to V. II. Anderson
The Parent Teachers Associawas damaged to the extent of tion will meet in regular session
by a smut October the fourth, at 7.30 P.M.
$600.00 Wednesday
explosion, which causd the
at the Baptist Church. ,
in che separator to take fire.
The following program will be
The machine wras threshing on given v
the farm of A. J. Smith south of waltz White Feather
C. W.
Roy, when the explosion occured Bennet '
Copes' Orchestra
throwing fire all over the machi- Male Quartette Messieurs
ne and two adjoining wheat sta- Hooper,
Busey,
Cams and
cks. If this machine had tsh Hendricks.
Accompanist, Miss Hcndriks
constructed of wood, it would
have been a totaj loss, but due Vocal Duet
Mesdames
to its all steel construction the
Alldredge and Ames
loss was mostly confined to the
Accompanist - Miss Hendricks
belting, feeder rak? extention Concert Number - Shadowland
feeder and blower. The blower
Lawrance B. Gilbrit
being broken off in moving from
Cope's Orchestra
between the wheat stacks.
Reading - Agnia Rosa Hendricks
Mr. Anderson is to be congra"'V Sob - Miss Dolly Brown
tulated on having zo efficient v. Vocal Solo
Miss Gray
crew, as they knew just what to Accompanist - Miss Hendricks
do and worked like clock work Reading
Mrs. Gilstrap
in saving the machine.
Piano Solo - Mrs. E. P. Brown
The separator is now at the March
Baron Munchausen
Anderson shop being repaired
C. W. Bennet.
and will be ready for the field
Copes Orchestra
st-a-

ring the fair.

"Fire-Foam-

GUARANTEED

FIRE

AUL

and with Firmness in the Right."

svi uíu,.

I

Exhibits ar fine.
The Harding County Fair opened at noon Thursday and is in
lull sway as we po to press. The
entries in the different rings
are numerous and the exhibits
exced any of the previous fairs
held in Roy. The large exhibit
tent is filled with all kinds of
grains, vegetables, fa'iij ;orks
and everything imaginable.
The attendance the first day
was a record breaker and a lar-

ee

'

ON

AH.

Jl

The new Rumley steel separa-

Early Wednesday Morning.

the 'building.
iiaá it not been for the
Dr. Plumlce with his

"

A
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"With Malice toward None, w ith Chnritv for
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Another Decline
Chevrolet Cars have been
reduced in price One
Hundred Dollars
Come in and let's talk it
over. We can arrange
terms.
See the Sampson Tractor
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

F.S.Brown Motor
Company

rrr

THE

The

THIS YOUiiG
MOTHER
Tells Childless Women What
Lydia ELPinkham's Vegetable
Compound Did for Her
want to give yon
Mülfltn,W8.-- "I
word of praise for your wonderful
we are
tmeaicme.
very fond of children
and for a considerable time after we
married I feared I
would not have any
owing to my weak
condition.
I began
taking Lydia E.
P i n k h a m a Vetre- table Compound and
now 1 nave a nice
strong healthy baby
girl. I can honestly
aay that I did not suffer much more
when my baby was born than I used to
suffer with my periods before I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound years ago. I give all the credit to
your medicine and shall always recommend it very highly."
Mrs. H.
Millston, Wisconsin.
How can women who are weak and
sickly expect or hope to become mothers
of healthy children? Their first duty is
to themselves. They should overcome
the derangement or debility that is
dragging them down, and strengthen
the entire system, as did Mrs. Janssen,
by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and then they will De
in a position to give their children the
blessing of a good constitution.

a

hi:

t

L2kJ

Hygienic

The hygienic Importance of electric
g

has been shown In a

re-

port by Surgeon J. G. dimming of
the United States army. Investigating
the effects of the influemsn epidemic
in institutions having a quarter of a
million people. It was found that
where dishes were washed by hand
there were ''4 cases of the disease
per 1.0(H) persons; but In hotels and
ther places having electric dishwashers the rate was only
d
as great, or 108 per 1,000. The washing hy the machines is not only more
thorough
llinn hand washing, but
hotter water Is used, and this Insures
more effective sterilization.
one-thir-

A Feeling of Security

SPANISH-AMERICA-

posited at the iaor of the saloon. I
pressed open the swinging door, and
stepped into the brilliantly lighted bar

Vr

TEES

room.

Costigan was behind the bar, but,
at sight of me, rounded the end, and
shook hands cordially, removing his
apron, and slipping into a coat, In
s ss s s m s ys
token that he had changed his .occupation.
"Better call Charlie," he said to a
man beside hlra, "for I'll be off for an
hour or so. You came to see George?"
ffswsjajp.
"Yes; he telephoned me."
"Said he was goln' to. He's waltin'
in the office there. I'll go along with
you."
He pushed a passage through the
crowd, his breadth of body according
AUTHOR OP
me ample room In which to follow
THS JTItANCS CASS
CAVENDISH
without being obstructed, and opened
t. . .
To
the closed door with a pass-keo
ILLUSTRATION y
1
a wave of his big hand I passed conusy JlWVXl..
fidently past him, and entered. The
COPYRIGHT. EY RANDALL PARtllSH
next instant he had pressed me forsibly gain by thus overhearing the tale ward, came in also, and closed the
CHAPTER X Continued.
of their failure, if she already knew door; the sharp click of the lock
15
My glance wandering
about the who was the murderer of Alva, and sounded like the report of a pistol.
One startled glance
at the Interior
room aimlessly fell upon the valise in what had, become of the spoils?
I could ask these questions, but not told me I was trapped, and the swift
ne corner. It was Just where I remembered leaving It when I went out, one was answerable. They merely Instinct of defense led me to step
aside, so that I should have my back
yet I saw something which surely mocked me with their emptiness.
Then, shrill and Insistent, the tele- to the wall. Harris sat In the swivel
resembled a slash in the leather. I
chair, with feet elevated on the desk,
crossed over, and bent down ; It was phone rang.
My heart was beating like a tripsardonically grinning at me over a
a slash, the clean cut of a knife, runcigar tilted between his
ning from end to end, penetrating hammer as I took down the receiver.
through both leather and cloth. Who- Who could be calling me at this hour? teeth. A white rag was bound round
ever had done the deed had been un- Who except she alone in this city knew his head, through which a few drops
of blood had oozed, leaving a dark
ible to operate the lock, and had my name and hotel?
"Hullo."
stain. Leaning against the wall opi' sed the blade as a last resort, slitA man's voice spoke huskily.
"This posite was Waldron, one eye
ting the entire bag wide open. I Inand his lip split, giving to his
serted my band and felt within ; noth-mi- r you. Daly?"
"Yes," hastily, instantly aware of
seemed missing, or greatly disturbed. I explored to the bottom, and who was on the other end of the wire,
then sprang to my feet In startled yet feeling it best to dissemble until
amazement tbe dagger 1 had con- I learned the purpose.
"Who Is speaking?"
cealed there was gone!
"The fellow you biffed with a bottle
Good God ! what could he the meaning of this? She had' worm hat orna- tonight. No, I ain't got no hard feelment In her bat openly, purposely, to ings. Besides, I got something else to
fool tne Into believing ner innocent. think about tliun a cracked dome. Say,
There eould be no other explanation. I got some doie on how that job was
She had confessed being at the hotel, did, an' maybe could tell you someseeking to locate me, and the number thing else of interest. I got to talk
of my room. What would prevent her with you privately that's what. It's
girl as well as
coining up here unobserved,
then, a matter
playing
square as long as
I'm
was
I
out,
gaining
while
entrance?
and
And who else would have any reason you do the right thing, but I know
to thus search through my things, and who the dame is, an' am liable to
abstract this important evidence of squeal if I get a raw deal ; that's putting It straight, Harry."
crimel
"You know who she Is, you say?"
Yet how did she know I had it?
Old Pierre, over at
"Sure I do.
How did she even suspect I was the
Perond's,
me. He
forgets
fint to discover the dead body, and a face, ortolda name, thatnever
old dufi'er.
weapbííar away with me the
you the minute you blew In,
on with which Alva had been mur- He knew
and he knew her, too; she'd been there
dered? I bad no means of knowing
before slumming."
how only she alone had special rea"Who is she, then?"
son to regain possession of that knife.
"That's all right I know; but I
And she had even dared later to flaunt
fool enough to blow It over the
It In my very face, to show It to me ain't
wire. If you'll come over here and
It,
in her possession, just us though
have a talk, I'll spill a few things in
had never passed out of her hands! your ear
that'll make you wise."
Here was revealed a depth of dupliciare you?"
"Where
"I'll Bet You Don't Even Know Who
ty, a criminal audacity, not to be ex"At Costlgan's."
She Is."
pressed In words; this soft spoken
"What's become of your partner?"
plrl, this woman to whom I knew I
no face a look of savage brutality, ren"Who's that Walilron?
had given my heart, stood revealed partner of
mine. Say, you. must have dered peculiarly sinister by a grim
now in 'all her Iiideousness a murguy some jolt. The last effort to smile.
handed
Costigan remained
deress, a thief, a scheming criminal, 1 saw ofthathim,
he was laid out on a motionless, with back against the door,
coolly concealing the trail of her crime,
bench in Perond's buck room breath- as though thus barring all possibility
and using her very charms of face ing like a stuck pig, dead to
the world. of escape. I had walked into their
me
conceal
to
from
manner
her Will you come over here?"
and
trap, and the Jaws had closed.
true nature.
"What have you got to tell me?"
The grin on Harris' face maddened
I'erhaps she would see me again
"Well, there's the dame's name for me. "Well," 1 said coldly, "it was a
upon
perhaps! The He was yet warm
one thing.
I'll bet you don't even stall, was It? What Is the Idea?"
her lips. She had gone away laugh- know who she Is, or how she's string-iHe laughed, without changing his
ing at the simpleton who had believed
you. Then I'm on to where a part attitude.
her, the dupe who had so easily been of that boodle's planted anyhow I've
"This happens to be our turn to
deceived by tier smiles. The chances got a hunch. If we turn it up, I'm play, Daly,"
he returned, apparently
already, still strong on the fifty-fiftwere she had disappeared
proposiwell satisfied with his smartness.
vanished, left the city, assured that tion."
"Then you have nothing to tell me?"
no evidence now remained behind to
I turned It over swiftly In my mind,
"Oh, yes, I have; I've got a h
of
ever connect her with this temible af- the receiver still at my ear. I felt no a lot to tell you.
first of all you
But
fair. She cared nothing for me I particular fear of Harris; to be sure, are going to tell me a few things.
had been a mere tool, pliant In her in all probability, he was only feeling Push back your right sleeve to the elabout In the dark, hoping In this way bow, shirt and all."
to learn something of value, yet It
"What's that for."
might be that he had accidentally un"Never you mind what it's for; you
covered the girl's identity, and that do what I say, if you know what Is
alone was Inducement enough to urge best for yourself."
me to take the risk.
I looked at the faces of the others,
If he actually
knew who she was, he was the kind but they were hard as flint. My hesithat might become ugly, and, however tancy caused Harris to lower his feet,
much I suspicioned her In my own and sit up angrily.
mind, I hud no desire to leave her un"Push up that sleeve, you, or I'll
defended at his mercy. Guilty or not have Waldron do it for you. We've
guilty, my inclination was to protect got you foul, you fool !"
her to the last. Besides I was eager
I stripped back my sleeve, exposing
to obtain the Information he claimed my right forearm, yet never removto possess ; indeed, all progress on the ing my eyes from their faces. Harris
case was blocked until I did obtain It. and Costigan bent forward, intent on
As to his boast that he knew where the operation,
but Waldron never
the stolen money was concealed, I shifted his position.
Harris slapped
took little stock In that. Doubtless he a hand on the desk, and gave uttermerely threw that in for good meas- ance to an oath.
ure. But the other looked reasonable
"By G d, Dan, we're right. This
enough ; she had confessed being at bird's not Daly!"
Perond's before; Pierre was fully as
"Not In a thousand years he ain't.
likely to recall her to memory as he He's sure a
though,"
was to remember Duly, and Harris
Harris straightened up, the same
could never have made so shrewd a hateful grin still exposing his teeth.
guess, unless he had really been told
"We've got your number this time,
Ihe facts. Another thing gave me cour- son," he announced. "Harry Daly has
age to go to Costlgan's.
I was still a tattooed anchor on his right arm.
accepted by these people as Harry I didn't know it, but Dan did. I'll tell
Daly, crook. I would undoubtedly be you what made us wise. In the shinso received, so treated. Under these dig over at Perond's tonight, a card-cas- e
The Dagger I Had Concealed There circumstances there could be no perwas jarred loose from your
sonal danger; I held the whip-hanWas Gone.
pocket. There was only one kind of
the advantage Harris was only en- card Inside, and that wasn't Daly by
hand I remained merely In her mem- deavoring to see what he could get a d n sight. I told Dan about It,
ory as something to laugh about, an- out of me; he had abandoned force and he was for getting a squint at
other victim, a blind, groping fool, with to resort to diplomacy.
that right arm. Said for me to call
whom she had played to her heart's
"All right," I said. Til run over you up at the number you gave me,
desire.
there; If you wunt to play fair, I'll believing that If I threw In 'con
I sat with my head In my hands meet you half way."
enough you'd come over here. I asked
staring at the mutilated bag, racked
"Oh, I'm on the square, old man, for 'G 145,' the operator there named
with anger and misery. I had been and I've got some good dope," he In- yer, and it was the same name what
easy, a mark of derision and ridicule; sisted. "I'll blow It when you show was on them cards. So now we know
a mere screen for her to hide behind, "P."
yer're a dirty liar and spy, Mister
I returned the receiver to the hook, Philip Severn."
while her accomplice, If she had one,
escaped with the spoils. Then the re- uncertain whether or not I had de"Yon called me Daly yourself, Haraction came; the thought that per- cided rightly, yet determined to carry ris," I said quietly, realizing the gam
haps I had not read the story wholly out the experiment. Above all else I was up, but not yet sure of their in
aright; the faint hope that It might wanted to learn who Marie Oessler tentions. "I merely let It go."
not prove exactly as I had pictured In was. Nothing else mattered so much,
"Sure: but what was the game? Yov
my first wild burst of passion. It was for on this discovery all else hinged. ain't no
too Infamous, too unthinkable. Why, If violence, or treachery, was Intended,
"Nothing of the kind."
If the was guilty, should she have re- I would be found prepared, and well
"Then you was after the áovp
mained In New York? Why should oble to defend myself.
That's what I thought; you and it
The neighborhood Into which I was girl are In cahoots.
she have sought me out, or listened
Well, what die
so Intently to the quarrel of those two venturing Induced me to take a taxi, you do with
men at Perond's? What could she pos and, within ten minutes, I was. de
(TO BE CONTINUED.
.
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You naturally feel secure when yon
that the medicine you are about to
take is absolutely pure and contains no
mrmful or habit producing drugs.
Such s medicine is Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-loot- ,
kidney, liver and bladder remedy.
The same standard of purity, strength
and excellence is maintained in every
bottle of Swamp-Root- .
It is scientifically compounded from
vegetable herbs.
)t it not a stimulant and is taken in
tfaspooniul doses.
It is not recommended for everything.
It is nature's great helper in relieving
and overcoming kidney, liver and bladder troubles.
A sworn statement of purity is with
every bottle of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- .
know

If yon need a medicine, you should
have the best. On sale at all drug stores
in bottles of two sizes, medium and large.
However, if you wish first to try this
great preparution send ten cents to Dr.
ICilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
sample bottle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Advertisement.
Would Signal Correct Time.
A dimming of electric lights each
night at eight o'clock as a national
time slgnul Is being urged as a measure that will distribute the correct
time regularly to all who nre within
sight of nil electric light. In the same
way that the time bail Is dropped
down the staff nt noon and clocks
are regulated by telegraphic or radio
signals from the naval observatory In
Washington. It Is suggested that power plants regularly flash the correct
rime dully over their electrical systems.
A New Role.

"What Is this a decanter?"
"It was a decanter. Now It's a
carafe." LohIsvIUp Courier-Journal.

The Chinese laundryman nccepti
cuffs, hut draws the line at kicks.

Do you know

you can roll

50good

cigarettes for

lOcts

from

one bag of

rtrMiiikir

"BULÍ'DURHAM
TOBACCO
to have tho
best paper for "BULL."
So now you ean recobro
with eaoh packages book
ot 24 leave ot IHIL.-t- he
very finest clgaretto
paper in tho world.
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THE BEST IN USED CARS.
.Is Tur Complete information.

1225

BROADWAY

SHOES REPAIRED
hert In U.
returned our

(Western Newipaper Union Nam Berrtee. )

The recent drive of the Albuquerque
Chamber of Commerce netted the orEvganization thirty new members.
ery old member Is said to have signed
up for another year.
Work on the big paving program at
Lds Cruces, N. M., has been started,
and when completed will cost nearly
$40,000.
Practically all the principal
st reels of the city will be paved.
The new highway between Clovls
and Portales, N. M., has been connected up. The road is open to travel
and whe.n all completed will be one
of the finest stretches of highway lu
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Denrer prim.
l'antlifirtor oork
EASTERN SHOE REPAIR FACFRONT,
1553 CHAMPA STREET.

expen.

Price

nr

on Coffee

uraple, post- $1.00 for
ptie).
THE SPRAY COFFEE ft SPICE
CO.. 2
ind Market Sli., Denier, Colo.
Semi

lt

We lead In this aa
all other lines. Charlea Hair & Beauty
Shop, 410 16th St.. Denver, Colo.
IIAHCKI, WAVING

KOI I
AM. OCCASIONS.
Park Floral Co., 1643 Hioadway.

FI.OWKIIN

PA II I. Oils.
Hair Gooda
Millicent Hart Co.. 721 15th St.

IIKAUTV

Ji:VKI.HV CO Diararefu! attention lOst. 1873.
The American, National Bank of
THK NKW YORK PLEATING CO.
Tucmncari, N. M., will soon celebrate Por
eorered button! and butbent pleating, hemstitching,
its seventh anniversary. The business ton bolea. Wriu tor catalog. 1023 Stout. Denver, Colo.
of the institution has been greatly In- BUY YOUR GROCERIES AT WHOLESALE PRICES.
creased during the past year and the Steekirtwen' Whaleiala Sipply Ct.. 1523 Nineteenth St.
bank is now one of the soundest in the
Money Circulation Shrinks.
slate.
Washington.
of
The pocket-booLivestock men In the vicinity of
the average Ameiicati held 59 cents
Magdalena, N. M., report that the
less In August than in July, according
ranges are the best for many years
to the monthly circulation statement
and will carry double the stock that issued by the treasury. On Aug. 1 the
there is now grazing on them. Grass per capita circulation on an estimated
Is found everywhere and if there is a
population of 108,22(3,000 persons wus
fair winter there will be plenty of feed $53, which on Sept. 1 had dropped to
for all the stock that can be placed on $52.41, on the basis of an estimated
the ranges.
population of 108,365,000 persons.
Belief in the possibility
that the
Washington Girl Is U. S. Beauty.
mines of Arizona and New Mexico
would open about the first of the year
Atlantic City, N. J. Miss Margaret
was expressed recently by Dr. L. D. Gorman of Washington, P. C, was acKicketts of Warren, Ariz., consulting claimed the most beautiful girl in the
engineer for the Inspiration ConsoliUnited States by more than 2,000' perdated Copper Company, the Cnnanea sons who assembled on the steel pier
Consolidated Copper Company and the to decide by pnpuhu' applause the winInternal ional Smelting and Refining ner of the Golden Mermaid, the $5,001
Company.
trophy awarded In connection with AtPreliminary work on the construc- lantic City's fall pageant.
that part of the state.

IIOHM-AI.I.Ki- V

monds,

order

watches, silverware. Out town

k

tion of a power dam over the Pecos
river near Dexter, N. M., lias been
started and the soundings of tjie
stream lias been taken. A concrete
lam 000 feet in length, 20 feet in
height, is proposed, and it is estimated that with the normal flow of
water at this point several thousand
horsepower can be developed.
Joe Wiggins, former convict, who
killed two men and wounded two others at a dance nt Allison, N. M., vowed
to his friends as he left Gallup earlier
that evening that, he would kill five
men
before morning, according to
their statements. They thought him
joking. He picked five men in a corner and fired five times with his revolver. Itumnn Garcia and J. l Alca-iiiwere so badly injured that they
died, and Ben Ortiz and Dave Grlnco
were seriously wounded.
Two important appointments of
Arizona men have just been made at
Washington.'
The first was that of
Frank L. Thomas, who successfully
passed the examination given by the
comptroller of the currency for National Bank Examiner and has been
commissioned nt a salary of $5,000 a
year and expenses and assigned to
Los Angeles district. The second Is E.
Q. Norman, who has received the appointment as Register of the Farm
Land Bank at Berkeley, Calif.
Manuel Garcia and Jose Perez were
found guilty of first degree murder
at Tombstone for slaying Jess Fisher,
foreman of the John Slaughter ranch
oh the Arlzona-Sonor- a
border, eighteen
miles east of Douglas, Ariz., on May
4 last. The jury deliberated two hours
and thirty minutes before reporting Its
verdict, which carried a recommendation that the court sentence
Perez
and Garcia to life Imprisonment.
Mr.
Fisher was shot and killed while resisting an attempt to loot the stores
on the Slaughter ranch.
During a heavy electrical storm,
lightning struck the line of the Mountain States Telephone Company between Wlnslow and Flagstaff, Ariz.,
splintering about twenty poles and
putting the line out of commission. It
took the repair gangs nearly two days
to get the line working properly again.
R. Martin, ?onf eased robber of the
bank at Curlew, Iowa, learned that tils
companion In the robbery "double-crossed- "
him out of $3,050 of the robbery proceeds.
Sheriff J. N. Jackson
of Emmetsburg, Iowa, told Martin this
when he came to Globe, Ariz., to take
Martin back to Iowa. Martin got only
$250 of the total of $800 cash and
000 bonds taken In the Aug. 19 rob
bery.
The program committee of the
Hereford Breeders' Association
has completed the list for the first
show which will be held In Fort Sumner, N. M., the middle of October. Indications nre that this will be one of
the most successful shows of Its kind
ever, held in this .part of the state and
many of the breeders are now making
preparations to enter the exhibit. Liberal prizes will be awarded to the winners.
A Jack rabbit drive will soon
be
started in the eastern part of New
Mexico under the direction of County
Agent Will of Roosevelt county. It Is
expected
that hundreds of farmers
from both Curry and Roosevelt coun
ties will' take part in the big drive to
rid the country of these pests.
boy of Haa- Juan Vega,
over, was drowned while swimming In
a water hole at Gold Gulch, N. M.,
The boy was alone at the time, but
It Is supposed that he was seized with
"rumps and was unable to get to the
shore.
ii

'

Trl-Stat- e

Policeman Spoils Romance.
Chicago, 111. It was love at first
sight ! Naturally he spent his savings
on her. She appreciated that so they
decided to get married.
And (hey might have lived happily
ever after, but
She was Lillian
Quintilla,
just
turned 3 year old
He was Billy Van Billiard, quite a
"young man" of 5 years;
And they made the mistake of asking a policeman to marry them.
He took them to the .station house
where their parents called for them.

Portland Cement Productions.
The production of Portland cement
In 1920 was 100,023,245 barrels, exceeding that In 1917, the next highest year
In production,
by 7,209,043 barrels.
This amount was an increase of 24 per.
cent over the production In 191980,-777,93- 5
barrels. The slocks at the
mills increased from 5,256,900 barrels
at the end of 1919. to 8,941,046 barrels
at the end of 1920.
Estimates of1 the production and
shipment of Portland cement in 1920
were only about 0.3 per cent and 0.02
per cent, respectively,
higher than
these final figures for the year.
Child Stops Panic.
Chicago. A dance hall panic was
stopped when Ellen Griffin, pretty little
girl, played the piano. A
storm broke over Gaelic park and the
crowded dance hall was thrown in confusion. The hand stopped playing,
men rushed for exits and women
screamed. Suddenly "The Wearing of
the Green" boomed from a big concert
piano. Little Ellen was pounding the
keys. "I knew The Wearing of the
Green' so I thought I'd play that," said
Ellen. "I started playing
it right
away and the folks began to laugh.
Then I played 'Mother Machree' and
the panic was over."
U. S. Deficit $161,464,744.
Washington. A net deficit of
4
In the current expenses of the
government for the first two months
of the present fiscal year has been
announced hy Secretary Mellon In a
letter to banking Institutions offering
for subscription combined issues of
treasury obligations of about $000,000,-000- ,
dated Sept. 15. "With the payment of Income and profits taxes in
September, however," he said, "there
should be, according to the best information obtainable,' n small net current surplus for the quarter." The
treasury, he explained, has maturities
of principal and Interest amounting
to $635,000,000
due Sept 15, and
similarly $527,000,000
due Oct. 15.
Against the payments, he said, the
treasury expects to receive during
September about $525,000,000 from Income and profits taxes, In addition to
ordinary revenue from other sources.
$161,-484,77-

A movement has been started at
Sheridan to erect a marker on the site
of tiie old rendezvous of Jesse Jtynes
and his notorious band of outlaws near
Big Horn, Wyo., in Sheridan county.
California's. Lofty Mountains.
At least sixty mountains in California rise more than 13,000 feet above
sea level, but they stand amid a wealth
of mountain scenery so rich and varied
that they are not considered
sufficiently noteworthy to be named, according to the United States Geological Survey, Department of tbe Interior. Yet If any one of these unnamed
mountain peaks were In the eastern
part of the United States It would be
visited annually by millions of people.
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MILLS AND VICINITY

DRAYING

C. T. Case is busy hauling his
wheat to market as he thrashes
it.
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Siler spent
Sunday in Roy at the home of
their daughter Mrs. Winzel Sw- aim who has been on the sick
;
list.
Mrs. C. E. Ilolcombe has gone
to La. for a visit with her aged
mother and other relatives,.
Frank J. Seidel.
Miss Ruth Toalson was a bun- Manager City Dray.
day dinner guest at ' the K. C.

I have decided to put on two
trucks on the City Dray within
the next few days and will be
able to handle all of your hauling, draying etc. Will also be
able to do some wheat hauling
and long distance trins. Wher
in need of any of this line of
work to be done, call or pnone

The statement has been circulated that I have been threshing for some farmers at eleven
cents per bushel independent,
and others at thirteen cents.
This is to say. this statement
is an untruth, as I have one price to all, which is thirteen cents
independent and twelve cents
where the farmers furnish the
coal.
Signed:
V. H. Anderson,

me.

Morris home.
Have .your. VULCANIZING
A. V. Stafford made a trip to
If you have a bargain to of- done at the Service Garage. No Cimerron the first of the week.
fer on your land, I can dispose of burned rubbei We use a . steani
Mr. and Mrs. Scott, who for
it if you give me a chance.
plant.
merly lived here on the Mills
J. B. Proctor,
Ranch, are visiting at the
.
,
j
am now bandog the Hock Till home
Mogul Tra- - Island Une of Farm implements L Miss Wava Hollopeter retur-ctoFOR SALE
m good running order, with and Power. Machinery, Peoria ned Monday .from an extended
moulbord plows, for sod or old Gran Dl.ills and ganders Disc visit with relatives in Kansas
ground. Would consider gooaPlow
Come in and we will and Nebraska, and besrun work
mux cows or car, as part pay- talk over your wants.
at once as cashier at the Wilson
ment.
,.
JV S. Brown Motor Co. Co. store.
J. B. Proctor,
Mr. Wasroner from near Eri- Mills, N. M.
Oklahoma, shipped two thra
ck
FOR SALE: Team of Horses shing machines to Mills recently
Set hea- the freight on which was the
weight 1600 lbs. each
NOTICE
pira- small sum of twelve hundred and
and
We are now , ready to build vy all Leather Harness,
twenty dollars.
garage
tically New Wagon.
that fire proof house or
The Wilson Co, have bought
F. S. Brown
for you, out of, cement steam
a store at Gladstone, and are
cured blocks or brick, both face
having a house pattern cut in
is
the
or common finish. This
BAUM BROS
hollow wall system which means At the old stand with a full line their lumber yard here, perpara- tory to building a house in Glada dry house, we also do General of:
their foreman to live
and
Carpenter
Contracting and
SELF OILING WINDMILLS, stone for
and J. L. Boyd
S.
Porter
R.
in.
Mill work.
EMERPUMPS AND CASING,
work.
carpenter
doing
the
Roy cement Products Co.
SON, OLIVER AND JOHN are
received
a teleSpeaks
C.
M.
Prop.
Hornbaker,
John H.
DEERE LINE OF IMPLEMEweek
fr
this
of
Roy, N.M.
NTS, GRAIN DRILLS AND gram the first
saa
the
conveying
om
Missouri
Z PUMPING ENGINES.
FREE WATER for your stornews that his mother is dead.
age battery. FREE INSPECTCash or Terms
Dr. Bright of Albuquerque.
man
battery
ION. Let the New
WÍ1S w it.h ns last Fridav evening
J.E.Busey Company
fix it.
and delivered an interesting ser
mon to his attentive hearers, af
When you have a blow out
ter which quarterly conference
bring it to Busey He can fix it Fancy Comb : Extracted Honey was held.
Rev, G. H. Gardner is in ClayFor salo by the caae
ton
this week attending district
and in 5 gul. cans
conference.
Retailed by all
M. C. Speaks was one on the
vLeading Grocers sick list the first of this week
Italian Bees and Queens
and unable to go out on the mail
route. His wife was his competent
substitute.
ACETYLENE WELDING AND
H. W. Dykeman was in SpriDISC ROLLING
Mex.
New
Springer,
P.O. Box
nger Wednesday, having some
AT THE OLD STAND,
dental work done.
WITH THE LIBERTY
Frank Banks of near IndepenGARAGE
I can sell your land for you! dence School house was in town
if your price is right, see me or Tuesday and purchased lumber
write me at Mills, N. M.
for a new granary which makes

uu

r,

6

General Blacksmith

August 19, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
James F. St Peters, of Mosquero,
;

thirty eight granarys the
Co have sold since

VULCANIZING

3ur ue, an"J
work to Busey and get first
Al..-

FOR SALE: One
,

Case

20-- 28

j::

a

one Titan Tractor Thes are

clk

pr-'cla- ss

-

square

tion, with an eight month guar
antee on all batteries overhauled. J. E. Busey Co.

Joe F.Mitchell, R.F.D.l City

nt

BATTERIES
Just received a car load of
When your battery goes bad
Cars; Give me your
Chevrolet
bring it to Busey, our work is
and ride in one of
once,
at
order
Busey
Co.
guaranteed. J. E.
the best cars made today. .See
them on display at the Garage.
To all whom it may concern
F. S. BROWN MOTOR U).
Notice is hereby given that
all those who owe me notes on
Quick Service, reasonabe .
account and do not settle same
Steam Vulcanizing: all work
at the First National Bank by
September 5th, same will be pla- guaranteed, at. the. SERVICE
ced in the hands of an attorney GARAGE.
for immediate collection. Please give this your immediate at- JET YOUR COAL FOR THRESHING AT THE MESA
tention.
BINS AT THEIR
T. A. Smith,
Cisco, Texas. ELEVATOR.

HUH

WANTED

We buy cream direct from the
producer only and offer
MARKET
HONEST TEST

run

CORRECT WEIGHT

Cans returned and check mailed
DAILY

A trial shipment will make you
A Regular shipper - Try us and
SEE

North American Continent.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
o

v

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clayton, New Mexico;,

August 19, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
Lee West, of Roy, Harding Co.

We have very

Some improved land and some virgin soil.

low prices.

TERMS TO SUIT PURCHASER.

Address all inquiries to

S'2-SE- it,

N'-N-

E,

McCarger & Hooper

N-M-

.P.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton, New Mexico,
August 19, 1921.
NOTICE is hereby given that
James I. Malone, of Rosebud,
Harding Co, New Merico, who,
on July, 15th. 1921. made Addl
Homestead Application, No. 027
NEit.-SE- i
575. for SEVi-NEV- i,
Sec. 33. T 18 N
11 31 E. "EU,-NEV- .,
Sec. 4 and
Section 3, Township
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meri
dian, has filed notice of inten-

Wilcc

harvest.

'3

ROY. NEW MEXICO.

"WE INSURE ANYTHING AGAINST EVERYTHING"

NOTICE Mr.

HOME OWNER

Register.

THERE IS NO

TIME THAN RIGHT NOW

BETTER

TO HAVE THAT HOUSE

WHY VAVE

STUCCOED

IT DONE BY INFERIOR WORKMEN WHEN YOU
CAN HAVE IT DONE BY AN EXPERIENCED WORK
MAN AT NO EXTRA COST

WHATSOEVER.

SEE

E. F. HENRY, the Contractor
ROY, NEW MEXICO

about it as he has had the experience to give you what you
want

EV-.-SE-

tion to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F.
II. Foster. U.S. Commissioner, al
his office at Roy, New Mexico.
on the 12th drr of October, 1921
Claimant names as witnesses :
Ollie Kevshner, of Roy, New
Merico. C. II. Pryor, of Rosebud.
New Mexico, Howard Anderson,
of Rosebud, New Mexico, and
W. A. Rockwall of Rosebud, New
Mexico.
our congratulations.
Paz Válverde.
Register.
It is better to trust in the
Lord than to put confidence in
man. We had sat up a pedestal
A granary built of lumber ke
in our imagination, placed Broyour wheat in good condit
eps
ther Brown upon it, planted ro- ion until
vou are ready to sell it
his
over
while
ses at his feet,
a better price for yomeans
head was a beautiful golden ar- that
on F.S. Strickland
Call
wheat.
ur
ch with the inscription, "Here
& Olver's lumber ya
Roberts
at
with
cherishes
who
sits a man
tell you how you
in his breast no loVe for John rd and let him
pay for the
and
now
build
can
verily,
Barleycorn" thereon, but
later.
our pedestal toppled over to one material
side, the roses died for the want
Are you losing money by sel
of proper nourishment and the
tho
ling
CREAM too cheap. Ship to
a
into
broken
was
arch
usand pieces when brother Bro- TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO.
wn himself came along, like a and you v ill notice the differen
Adv.
thunder-bol- t
from a clear sky, ce in CREAM check.
lnd declared that we have ta
ken the joy out of his life by
NEW RESTAURANT
Da-com- a,

HARDING COUNTY ABSTRACT

W

COMPANY,
(Bonded)

Mosquero, New Mexico

"Prompt and Efficient Serv.t?;"
vVe

are ready to make your Abstfacts now.

W. R. COPLEN, Manager
Mosquero, New Mexicov

.

THE MILLS SHOE REPAIR SHOP.
All work neatly and promptly done.
Located in the Old Bentlcy Building
WE SOLICIT A SHARE OF YOUR PATRONAGE
Wm. Schoenerstedt Prop.
Nc.v Mxico.

Mills,

that the Eighteenth

Amendment is taken seriously
by the people of Mills.
O. Son the iov of our heart
is ceased, our dance is turned
to mourning, we weepeth sore
in the night and tears are on
our cheeks by day because of
thine iniquity. We are amazed
at the idea of any man mitn
vour education condescending to
smell of a booze bottle, especia
lly a man who has so tew hairs
between himself and heaven as
you have.

Mrs. Minnie Horn has leased
two rooms in the Lucero build
ing and will open up a first class
restaurant and short order, bne
will be ready for business next
Monday, and will serve regular
meals. Mrs. Horn is an experie
nced cook and a restaurant lady
and asks for a portion of the puWatch the
blics trade.
next week for her advertisement
Adv.
S-- A

WANTED 150 farmers from
this neighborhood to ship CREHONEST TEST - CORRECT AM to TRINIDAD CREAMERY
WEIGHT - GOOD SERVICE COMPANY. A bigger check gua
Adv.
when you ship CREAM to TRI ranteed.
NIDAD CREAMERY
Ccnre.in and talk over a SampBrown
with the
son Tra-tCa. These tractors can be
Motir
McCormick
FOR SALE One
delivered promptly and sold on
Row Binder, used only one sea easy payments.
son, One McCormick Blower, be- If vou ""-- in tíM of a rood
th at a Irgain.
see the J. B. Proctor ad
tractor,
Paul Roeber,
elsewhere in the S.A.
Mills, New Mexiso.
-

F.

e

I

.áí.

We have some of the best bargains in land in the vicinity

of Roy, New Mexico, that can be had anywhere.

New Mexico, who, on November,
2nd, 191S. made Addl Homestead
Application, No. 023278, for
Sec. 4. and
Sectoin 9, Township 18 N. RanMeridian, has
ge 26 E,
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described, before' F. II. Foster, U.
S. Commissioner, at his office at
Roy, New Mexico, on the 12th
day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Solóme Naranjo, Isidro West,
Pablo TrniiU'o, and Demitrio
Garcia, all of Roy, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

er

TRINIDAD CREAMERY
COMPANY

Why not own a home in the most wonderful spot on the

Register.

Mills is to have a Lyceum
Course the first number of which will be next Monday night.
Charley Lemon, son of John
Lemon of near Gladstone, has
taken unto himself a wife. He
married Miss Lena Galbreth at
the home of her parents in
Okla. and returned here
Tuesday, where they will make
their future home. The groom
became acquainted with the bride last winter when she was
staying at the home of her sister' Mrs. Ted Thompson. Charley has rented a farm, team and
tools of Mr. Thompson for the
coming crop season. We extend

insisting

New Mexico.

NOTICE

Claimant names as witnesses :
James A. Mcintosh, George
Angel, Frank Weir and Boss
Gale, all of David, New Mexico.
Paz Valverde,

J. D. Wade,

J. B. Proctoh,

Rov.

ber 1921.

Fatjo Apiaries

Prop

MILTON FLOERSHEIM.
Agent
(Mail orders filled C.O.D)

New Mexico, who, on Oct. 2nd,
1919. made Additional Home
stead Entry No. 026903, for WVfe
of Eli of Section 18, Township
17 N, Range 31 E, N.M.P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before A.A.
Wynne, U. S. Commissioner, at
his office in Mosquero, New Mexico, on the 12th day of Octo-

and

Machine Work,

is what your CALVES need.
DO NOT DELAY.

ton, New Mexico,

..

FATJO'S HONEY

PURITY BLACKLEG AGGRESSIN

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay-
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Anderson Garage & .. .
Machine Works.
Roy, New Mexico. .
'
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Twelve, years of continuous, hard
farm service has established the
'.OUPull as one of the best designed
and best boü tractors.
Great- - KOoomy", longer Hfe and
.K'nendability are inbuilt
Increase-.characteristics of every OHPull. Afe
these the feature you want in jour
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Don't Vote a Party Label Next Tuesday;
Vote For the Man Who Will best Serve New Mexico
Vote to Swell the Majority For Holm O. Bursum
election, when the great political Parties are aligned against each other and when
of national policy are to be determind it is right that voters should stand for
the party in whose principles they believe; because ours is a government of parties and the
majority party rules.
Such an election was held last November when our government was entrusted for four years
to the Harding administration and a republican congress.
In the special election next Tuesday New Mexico will chose a senator to represent this state
for the remainder of the term for which President Harding and the republican party was placed
in sharge of the government. No partisan issue are at stake. No question of national policy are
to be decided. These have been determined for three and
years to come; the period the
senator you will elect next Tuesday will serve.
In such an election citizens should put aside the party label and vote for the man who by
personal equipment, experience, demonstrated ability and advantageous position, can give the greatest amount of service to his constituents and the state he represents.
Let this be your guide Tuesday: Put aside the party label. Forget partisanship and its appeal. Vote for the man you KNOW will best serve you,.your interests and those of your state.
Tht man is Holm 0. Bursum.
The Bursum campaign committee, whose members sign this statement .are republicans, Bursum is a republican. In our voluntary service on this committe we feel that we are serving our
state, rather than the republican party, in seeking Bursum's election by an overwhelming majority: Because we KNOW that Bursum himself looks forward to his continued service in the
Senate as an opportunity for further service to the people of New Mexico, rather than á service
to the political party to which he belongs.
Associated with this committe are the officers and executive board of the state association of
Bursum clubs. The nearly 25,000 members of these clubs include men and women of ALL political
faiths, who have associated themselves together in behalf of Bursum's election because they
KNOW that he is the man who can and will do most for New Mexico during the next three and

IN national
principles

.

one-ha- lf

one-ha-

years as our representative in the senate.

lf

e speak to you as citizens, as partisans.
We urge your active .vigorous support for an overwhelming majority for Bursum ; not in belf
party which is to continue in charge of the government for three and
half of the
years to come; but in behalf of New Mexico and our common welfare.
Bursum is goiny to be elected. This is conce ded by idl. His hands will be strengthened ; his
capacity for usefulness to our state will be increased if we make his election an overwhelming
vote of approval for faithful work well begun and of confidence in his ability to carry out the
work he has undertaken to do. Toward such a majority we ask y :our cooperation and your vote.
The democratic party organization is making a belated effort to hold down the majority for
Bursum. This is being done largely upon the urgent demands of the officers of the democratic
national committee. It is a partisan effort. It seeks only partisan advantage. It proposes that
partisanship shall take precedence over public interest in the voting next Tuesdy. To that end
matters of state government, state issues and local questions are being injected into the
W

,

one-ha-

As an example the resolutions adopted by the recent democratic convention are now being
widely circulated. One plank makes an appeal to women voters to vote against Bursum not
of any thing he has done or has not done, but because it is wrongfully alleged that the republican party failed to enact a law conferring equal rights of guardiaship upon women as promised
in the republican state platform of 1920.
The question has no bearing upon the electioi of a United States senator; but the plank i
typical of the unreliability of this partisan appeal.
Chapter 50 of the laws adopted by the legi slature of 1921 ,is an equal guardianship law. It
fulfills absolutely the letter and spirit o fthe republican platform pledge of 1920, is satisfactory
to all women who urged such a law and recognizes fully the equal rights of women in the guardianship of their minor children.
Further efforts to employ the partisan appeal are found in denials of the effectiveness' of the
work Senator Bursum has done during his brief serviee at Washington . It is sought to belittle
his work for the veterans of the great war; to deny that the act giving equal compensation, disability and retirement benefits to volunteer ollicers in his; to deny that he voted for the' adi usted
compensation law and against its recommitaJ ; to deny his vigorous efforts to hasten adequate
ia.re of disabled soldiers; to deny, even, the nearly one million dollars now actually being spent
at Fort Bayard hospital, New Mexico, for the more adequate care of tubercular victims of the war

be-cu- se

fare.
But the soldiers know and have spoken for Senator Bursum, both individually and through
their organizations. The Veterans' Organizations in Washington, who are on the ground and who
have had an opportunity to observe Senator Bursum's work at first hand, were the first to endorse him and are his most enthusiastic supporters. The war veterans will not permit last minute
partisan appeals and efforts to twist facts and distort the record to swerve them from united support for Bursum, who has stood squarely for them and their interests ;not in flowery, extended
public speach, but in hard, personal work in committes, in the departments ,with :his vote and
wherever and whenever their interests could be served .
There is a last minute effort under way to confuse farmers and stockmen; to tell the producers of grain, wool and meat that Bursum has done nothing for them. This effort undertakes to
belittle his instant and vigorous work in securingan adequate emergency tarrif law and in demanding and fighting for adequate protection in the permanent tarrif act for grain growers and wool
and meat producers. It is attempted to deny his work for the restoration of reclamation of arid
lands to first place on the government's reconstruction program; to deny his initiation of the effort resulting in the great livestock loan pool with its beneficial results in checking forced sales
of livestocks; to deny his stand for the regulation of the packers; for the Capper-Ti-n
cher law regulating grain exchanges and gamblers in wheat and corn ; and to deny to him the credit that is
his for the original suggestion of relief for farmers and livestock growers through the war finance
corporation ; a suggestion that resulted directly in the great agricultural relief law wih its two
lf
billions oí dollars of credits, which your banker will tell you means the salvation of
and
'he livestock industry in our state and the restoration of prosperity aline for farmers and livestock growers.
But the public record stands. It shows that Bursum did these things. If further verification
is needed it is furnished by the voluntary statements of members of the senate who the farmers
and livestock growers of the west know and trust.
Senator Arthur Capper, of Kansas, leader of the agricultural group of which Bursum is a
member, says in an authorized interview:
"No man ever made friends in Washington more rapidly than Senator Bursum. His associates
They
in the senate like him for his frankness, his affability and his willingness to help others.
give him credit for knwing the great west as few other men know it. NO MAN IN THE SENATE HAS TAKEN A GREATER INTEREST IN THE FARMER AND STOCKMAN.
"This congress has enacted more legislation for the benefit of the producers of the country
than any other in our history. When Senator Bursum came to Washington HE IMMEDIATELY
INTERESTED HIMSELF IN ALL THESE MEASURES FOR THE FARMERS AND STOCKMEN AND HE WAS VERY HELPFUL IN SECURING THEIR PASSAGE. He has also shown
himself to be the loyal friend of the soldiers of the late war, giving his best support to every measure that would help the veterans. Senator Bursum HAS CERTAINLY EARNED THE ENDOR
CEMENT OF AN ELECTION BY THE VOTERS OF NEW MEXICO AND I HOPE HE WILL
BE RETURNED BY A FINE MAJORITY."
Farmers and stockmen of Ne wMexico know Capper. They know him as their, friend and
champion. His statement stands against those partisan appeals thinly veiled by efforts to belittle
or deny the work that Bursum has done and the position and capacity that are his future usefuln
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BIRTHDAY DINNER
Mrs. Everett Coliver and her
Mrs. John McDariel
planned puite a surprise for Mr,
Coliver on his birthday and the
happy event was last Sunday
September the 11th.
It was planned that Mr.
should make
a trip to
Mills that morning and when he
returned about noon he found
that about seventy five of his
neighbors and friends had met
to have a basket dinner and
spend the day with him in honor
anniversary
of the twenty-fift- h
of his birth.
Surprised? well his look of
surprise and wonder soon gave
way to a happy smile and he spent the day among his guests in
the happiest mood imaginable.
But he was not alone in his enjoyment of the good times for
every one present was having
a good time. In fact it was a
day that will be long remembe
red, by all who were lucky enou
gh to be present.. Long tables
which were beautifully decorated with autum flowers, were
laden with every inimaginable
delicacy, and the proverb ' Twelve baskets of fragments" could
easily have been gathered up
so abuundantly was the spread
Mr. and Mrs. Coliver and Mr.
and Mrs. McDaniel proved them
selevs to be such delightful ensister-in-la-
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TO THE PATRONS OF THE

ROY HIGH SCHOOL.
I have four High School pupils who needs homes.
There
are others who wish to attend
our school this winter. Some of
them would like to do chóres
MOTORTRUCKS AND HIGHWAYS about the place to partly pay
for their board. Others will do
Farmer Enabled to Secure Better some work in stores or office or
even go as far as two miles out
Price by Delivering Products Direct to Market
of town to live in order to atten-- d
the Roy school. Tell me wheThere Is a worthy movement on foot ther you will take boyr
c:' girls
for better roads. Every business man, and
what you chr.rgo for rooms
every borne provider and every motorand board or just board or roist should support it. Good roads
all classes of people In' their every- oms separate. Dont let me have
to turn any boy or girl away
day life.
they
This vast country has grown so from our school because
enormously and so fast that its rail- cannot get a place ta stay. Do
roads cannot deliver the goods nor this at once please,
so that I
carry the people as the prosperity of will haje a list and can send you
the country and present demands re the kind of boy or giri you
woulu
quire.
to
like
have.
your
in
home.
With good ronds the farmer can deM. C. Hendricks,
liver all his products direct to towns
ben-el-

it

Superintendent.

within a radius of fifty or more miles
ed though making more profit him-elhe is reducing the high cost of
living.
The merchant is able to take advantage of new sources of supply, to
buy bis stock under favorable conditions, and give It on sale to bis customers in less time than he could have
Garrett and Woolsey announ secured
delivery by the slower and
ce that they expect a big crowd
costlier railway express and freight
in attendance at the Round-u- p
service. With motortrucks be can then
in Albuquerbue, Sept 22, 23 and
to his customers and give
24th. The money raised at this better service over a larger territory,
Rodeo will be used to defray the Automobile delivery will increase his
expenses of the National Soldiers business, lessen his costs and Increasa
League which wilj meet at Albu-buerg- bis profits.
Millions of dollars are lost every
in the near future to
year through perishable goods spoildecide upon the erection of the ing on
railroad, 'because of freight
big sanatorium for disabled Sol- delays the
Inter-cit- j
and complications.
diers of the U: S.''
motorexpress over, distances of 100 or
more miles has already become a profDo you1 want to sell or buy itable business where good roads exsome land, I can 'handle it for ist .Single, large, firms have actually
you one way o rthe other, write saved over $100,000 yearly by using motortrucks and they will undoubtedly
me at Mills, N. M.
.fy;
contribute largely to organized ImJ. B. Proctor,
provement of

f,

CORNER STONE OF ROY
HIGH SCHOOL TO BE
LAID SEPT. 29th.
The comer stone of the Roy
High School will be laid on Thursday September 29th. The Masonic Lodge will have charge of
the ceremonies and the Public is
invited to be present A number
of prominent masons of the state will be present and assist with
the days program.
We will give you full particulars and program in next weeks
paper.,

ue

l

The first step In road Improvement
Is to grade and drain the dirt roads
thoroughly. ' ÍV Is surprising, after
driving over some of our neglected
.'earth roads, to. see what a splendid
road can be: made by draining and
alone, and how few days durJ grading
ing the year It Js oiit of commission
. y ljen enrd for by a good patrolman.
.

i

r

'

office in Roy, N. M.

Registered August 27, 1912.

wished there might soon be another social event in their home.
All expressed themselves as
having spent a delightful day
and wished Mr. Coliver many
more such happy birthdays.
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WE CALL PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO THE TAILORING OF

'

ess.

"

,

There are statements equally convincing as to the work Bursum has done from Senator
Curtis, of Kansas; Senator Sterling of South Dakota; Senator Watson, of Indiana; Senator Smoot,
pf Utah; Senator McNary, author of the McNary reclamation act; Senator Wadsworth and a dozen others, These men KNOW that Bursum has made good in behalf of the producers of this
ctate. They do not need hjm in the senate as a republican partisan ; because that party's mojority
is adequate and not to be overthrown in three and.
lf
years. They do need him as a sane,
hard working public servant, who knows the west and its interests and who can be
counted upon at ALL time when those interests are in question.'
AND WE, THE PEOPLE OF NEW MEXICO, NEED HIM IN THE SENATE, NOT AS A
one-ha-

Which has put them in the front

rank

among

merchant tailors
in the United States . They are
foremost in styles and select their
fabric from only the best mills and
test each piece of cloth to assure
them that they are all wool. This
assures you the best in quality
style and service. Let us take
yqur measure how.

evel-headed

REPUBLICAN PARTISAN, BUT BECAUSE HE IS AN ABLE MAN OF PROVEN WORTH
AND ABILITY TO ACHIEVE: AND BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT HIS POSITION AS A MEMBER OF THE MAJORITY PARTY, ENJOYING THAT MAJORITY'S CONFIDENCE AND ACTIVE COOPERATION, WILL PERMIT HIM TO MAKE THE FULLEST USE OF HIS ABILITY
IN OUR BEHALF AND FOR TIIE ADVANCEMENT OF OUR STATE.
For this reason we urge you to work from now until election day for Bursum's election by a
great majority and on elecion day o vote for himaot as a partisan but as an alert, competent,
vigorous public servant who you KNOW has done the work he was sent to do and who you KNOW
will continue to do that wcrk in larger measure forthe common welfare, when he has teen retur'
ned.
.
Help with your work nd your vote to make Bursum's election express the unanimous approval and backing of a citizenship that can put asile partisanship for sound judgment and refuse
a partisan appeal when it is against the public welfare. Vote fcr Bursum, for yocr own best in
terests and prosperity of our state.
BURSUM CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE,
By O. L. Phillips, Chairman.
STATE ASSOCIATION OF BURSUM CLUBS.
,
:'
By DAVID il. BOYD, President
i
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School books, school books,of
all kinds at the Floersheim Mer.

Geo E. Cochrane
THE
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PANY'S ELEVATOR.

begin to accumulate ; and while it is never
too late to be thrifty the earliest moment
you can begin will not be any ahead of

time.
You will agree with us, we are sure, that
is the simple truth..
We are opening up new accounts every
day, let your's be next. You ran open up an
account for any amount, and we pay inte-

:

Mr. and Mrs. C, T. Matthews,
of Wagon Mound, are visiting
at the Edgar Floersheim home
this week, and attending the
Harding County Fair.

Fire Insurance
Ihave iaken the agency for
one of the strongest Fire Insurance Companies doing business
in the State and will be tglad to
insure your property .against
fire, lightning, tornados etc.
I also insure farm property.
I appreciate your patronage.
F.H. Foster,
Roy, N. M.

FORD

rest on TIME DEPOSITS.

Paul Quintero and Francisqui-t- a
Lucero were married by Father Vachon last Monday at the
Catholic Church . The happy
couple will make their future
.

CITIZENS STATE BANK
Mills, New Mexico.

home m Roy.

Mrs. Gertrude Lee Dills Grand
Matron af the O.E.S. visited the
local orde.r here this week and re
ports the Chapter doing nicely.
While here she was the guest of
Mrs. Fred S. Brown.

The exhibits at the fair this
year are far superior to any exhibits of any of our fairs of the
past which goes to show that1
Harding County is gradually cli-- !
mbing to the front.

POLICE GET AFTER TAX DODGERS

The BANK of SAFETY and SERVICE.

Mosquero Abstract & Title Company
(Incorporated and Bonded.)

iiilh

f,

.VI

v

.

A
iLM4K

Insurance of all kinds.
Special attention given to examining titles.
r

Conveyances.
Mosquero, New Mexico.

again. .They tvíTI make their
home on the John Shamblin

a broken1 lamp; at many times

farm this winter.

previous to this occurrence Mrs.
Ogden and the Lucas baby lias
git in the car with the engine

running, not realizing the danger. The Wortman Bros. saé.
their helpers assisted Mr. Lucas
in releasing his car from the fieThe photograph tilinws a Chicago policeman stopping sua unlucky mctor-1who Siad neglect! to obtain his city pellicle tax. The ,juXlee of Cllkago
ld and remarked "it was the first
time they had heard of a Ford ne stationed at all Mreets leading into thetfoop and Inspecting all caraito.ee
1
a
owner
the

has

license.

you have Purop or
troubles or have any
work in the Plumbers line, call Judy
and Gibson and they vill fix it.

WHEN

Chauncey Depew who has been home from the Army for
thirty days vacation with relatives near Roy, returned to Fort
Bliss last Saturday. Chauncsy
has about 18 more months to
serve for Uncle Sam before he
completes his enlistment.

st

;

NOTICE FARMERS
4
I have a
Owens Bean
Harvester and corn sheller, and
I am in the market far your
beán threshing and com .shelling
I can do the work and will ap

WE ARE NOW PREPARED TO REPAIR PUMPS
WINDMILLS OR ANY REPAIRS IN THE
PLUMBERS LINE.
Call JUDY and GIBSON when you are having troubles
with that wind mill, or pump, we can fix it.
WE ALSO HANDLE HARDWARE AND EVERYTHING IN THE TINNERS OR PLUMBERS
LINE, ALSO DEEP WELL PUMPS,
WINDMILLS, CASING AND MANY
OTHER ARTICLES THAT COME
UNDER THIS LINE OF
WORK.

26-4-

Tins

t

LANDS IN HARDING COUNTY,

Mrs Clint Neal .and children
arrived from Michigan last Sunday. Clint met them at the train
and his old smile has returned

,

;

.

FURNISHED PROMPTLY; ON ALL

ABSTRACTS

is enjoying a few
days visit from his son and family of California whom he had
not seen for 12 years. Mr. Kelly
was. highly pleased with the visit and showed him the sights
of the mesa.
Wv L. Kelly

mi

Jbeing brfcfechy".

This applies in a special way to the opening of BANK ACCOUNTS. The sooner
the account is opened the sooner the funds

lea-rig.'- cr

ij

" A good bank for everyone "

and Mrs. Ogden to deliver some
groceries; as the electric starter '
wasnot working they left the en
gine running; Mr. Lucas earned
an arm load of goods ' into the
house; ana vrnen ne retarmea ne
discovered his car was gone and
pursued it; the car was fronting
ithe west and it turned around
and had taken to the southeast
across Mr. Lucas pasture going
one mile in distance over the top
of a fence across the section line
and thru the Wortman fence r on
striking some newly plowed gro- tip
und the engine died1 and fhere
was no damage to the car except

The sooner a thing is started, then the
sooner we Accomplish the Undertaking.

STRAYED
3 Yearling heif
ers 2 red poll and 1 roan durham
Brand Barr 77 on right shoulder.
Mrs. Graham who has been
visiting her parents Mr; and
Notify ,
Ben Wright
Mrs. 3V. S. Dunn, returned to
Roy, New Mexico, R.F.D. A
her Itome at Plainview last week.
Bring your VULCANIZING
o
Vivian Dunn left for Amari- the Service Garage; they do the
Ho Texas last week where she
work with steam.
will visit a few weeks before
Forth Worth to attend
COAI!, COAL: AT THE
.

60,000.00

Last Thursday evening Sept. 3
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Lucas 'drove
to' the home of their parents Mr.

that are never finished, but, there never
was a thing finished that wasn't started.

Mrs. J. C Musselman of Kansas City Mo. is visiting at the
R. E. Alldredge home this week.

MEMBER FEDERAL RESBRVE BANK"

DRIVERLESS1

LOTS OF THINGS
ARE STARTED

The Hon. Eufracio Gallegos
and Senator T. E. Mitchell were
in Roy the first of the week.

Dates at this office.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Capital and Surplus

!

Commissioner Raimundo Arguello of Albert was in town several days this week on business.

Mills, N. M.
to jump in his automobile and
run to town when he has a little
business at the bank, but is is
easier to just drop a Jiote in the
mail and let the carrier bring it
in. This bank will give your
mailed instructions the most particular attention and we want
all our customers to feel at liberty to hand us any desired directions by mail with the assurance that the same will be attended to promptly and carefully. Mail your checks for deposit, your orders for bank drafts,
your remittances for Botes due.

1921.

Co.

AUCTIONEER
It's pretty easy for the fanr.er

T MEXICO, SATURDAY, September 17th,

preciate your patronage
me or write at once.
Ab Waggner

emosé "wasf

R.F.D. A. Mills, N.M.
Mrs. Margaret Bumck who
has been visiting friends and relatives in Raton. Dawson, Denver and Trinidad the past
returned home last week.
Her sistr Mrs. Messner returned
with her and will spend a few
weeks on the mesa visiting fne
nds and relatives.
few-week-

LAST MONTH, on

a tet

WITH THE boys up home.

raw

t

OF A f amfllar.
AND DELICIOUS smell.
WHICH TIPPED me off.

ALONE IN tfcb oia.

SO

i

I

-

THE HORSE laugh.

AND WHEN I

AND SAID "Ed.

MOANS AND groans.
I

YOU

i

ANO TRIED to sloep.
I

BUT BEFORE you fade,

HEARp rapplngs.

LEAVE WITH

AND ROLLED over.

'

.

THEY SATISFY."

.

'

I

ne one.

OF YOUR cigarettes.

AND 8AID "Rats."

THEN

FAT guya.

MAKE BUM ghosts.

SAID "The wind."

beard stepfc
.

AND IN the light.

delicious aroma
THAT spicy,
tobaccos, both Turkish

OF A dying moon.
A
I

WHITE spook rose:
WASN'T scared

mncK.

BUT DIDN'T feel like.
STARTING

ANYTHING.

BUT THEN I caught

s'

"'i.rx-'-

.

.'UST A faint whiff.

and Domestic, makes you almost
hungry for the "satisfy-smoke- ."
And there isn't a ghost of
chance youll ever find ita equal
anywhere for the Chesterfield
blend is an exclusive blend. It
cant be copied.
Havt yon Been the neta
T
tine of SO?

AIR-TIGH-

Airs. Milton Floersheim enter
tained Wednesday afternoon in
honor of Mrs. C. T. Matthews
who is visiting relatives and fr
iends in Roy during the fair
week. About fifteen or twenty
ladies were present and enjoyed
the afternoon jn social conversation. A dainty lunch was served
by the hostess during the after
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. John Shamblin
left for Somerton, Arizona' last,
Saturday where they will make
their winter home. Mr. Shamblin has completed his harvest
and will look after his '. ranch
interests in Arizona during the
will tell him
winter. The
he
about Harding County, while.
"
is away.
S-- A

M. A. Weisdorfer who has
been visiting his father John
Weisdorfer for the past six weeks, is so well pleased with the
mesa, that he has about decided
tó purchase a farm and locate
here permanantly on the mesa.
Mr. Weisdorfer is a prominent
fanner of Westphalia, Kansas,
and the kind of farmer that we
need on the mesa, we hope that
he makes his decision to locate'
here.
.

Liggett
iMii

"JDY AND GIBSON
Successors to BAUM EROS.

cavo the ghost.

HAUNTED HOUSE.

teard.

IF IT IS TO BE FIXED, WE CAN FIX IT.

&

Myers Tobacco Co.

Roy,

New Mexico.

i

IF YOUR SUBSCRIPTION IS DUE NOW

PAY UP
WE CAN USE THE
MONEY.

.

f
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- ROY, - HARDING"

Mrs. DeFrees was out looking
WHEREAS. On the 6th day of
after the Bradley school and vi- June A. D. 1921, The Governor
siting our school "Mam" Mis3 of New Mexico, The Honorable,
Bradley.
Merrit C. Mechem, issued a ProQuite a few were out to hear clamation Calling for a Special
Dr. Bright preach at Mosquero Election, to be held on the 20th
Thursday night.
day of September, A. D. 1921,
Mrs. Oscar Aspgren is up at in the State of New Merico, for
the hospital with her little girl the purpose of voting for a UniNorma who is ill there. We are ted States Senator, to fill the
glad to hear that she is improv- Vacancy of the unerpired term
ing and hope to see her able to of Senator Albert B. Fall, and
come home soon.
also to vote on the amendments
Ralph Ilazen is hauling of the State Constitution, subwheat to Mosquero and working mitted to the voters of the Stathe truck over between times.
te of New Mexico, by the last
Lysle Ilazen has improved his State Legislature.
granary, wind mill and other
NOW, THEREFORE, In combuildings by painting them. He pliance with the above Proclahas improved his place until you mation, we the Board of Ccunty
would hardly know it was the Commissioners of New Mexico,
same old place, Oh! yes by the do, ordain and Proclaim a geneway, Lysle, while you are on ral Election, to be held through
the job, dont forget thát west out the County, on the 20th, day
.

SO THE PEOPLE MAY KNOW

In order to clear up any doubt in the minds of the people as to the
deflation in the prices of building material, .we are showing below last
years prices and present prices on th 'principal items going into a building:
i

Last years pnce present prices
per 100 feet
per 100 feet'
4.50 to 5.00
$
8.50
to
$ 8.00
3.75 to 4.00
7.00 to 9.00
9.00 to 11.00
13.00 to 16.00
6.00
14.00 to 15.00

dimension, 2x4 - 2x6 - 2x8
Boards
Finish B & Btr.
and Fir B & Btr., Flooring
6.00
10.00 per M.
A
Extra Star Star Cedar Shingles
1
ION
REDUC
cent
to
50
per
SASH AND DOORS 40
It will be seen that the prices on many items has been cut in two in
d
spite of the fact that freight rates have advanced more than
The exchange
We believe that NOW. is an opportune time to build.
value of your farm products on LUMBER is practically the same as when
you were getting WAR prices and paying WAR prices.
Wc can furnish you with plans and material for all your needs, and you
can depend on a SQUARE DEAL in all your transactions with us.
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow
Yellow

Pine
Pine
Pine
Pine

one-thir-

iPoberts

&.

Olven.
Roy. New Mexico.

F. S. STRICKLAND, Manager.

The Sampson Tractor comes
NOTICE
HOTEL at Solano, equipped with PULLEY and
New Mexico. 14 .rooms. $1,200
Brake Governor. Platform and
if taken at once.
fenders.
See owner if interested;
Henry Garms.
. .The people of Roy will be intAre you getting all your erested to learn that Roberts &
CREAM is worth? If not, ship Olver have again reduced their
to TRINIDAD CREAMERY CO. prices on lumber and building
dv.
It will pay you well
material.

FORSALE

A BARGAIN If you want a
iurgain on the best wheat farm
in Harding County, write me at
once. If taken soon will sell
cheap. 320 acres and only a few
milis from town.
T. H. Blankensb.ip,
Winfield, 'iexas.
The Sampson Tractor formerly $1185 is now $665.00

i

TEE

'

5;

I

. ,

You rarely hear the price
"(I
ÜÜ1

of the car mentioned.
X"'

'

Remarks about its low
cost and long service
are much more frequent

window.
of September, A.D. 1921, for
Miss Kerchoff is visiting the the purpose of Electing One UniBradley home this week, and un- ted States Senator, to fill the
til her school starts at Mosquero. unexpired term of former Uni
M. S. Woods and family spent ted States Senator Albert B.
the day at Solano Wednesday.
Fall, and also to vote on tHe fol- You should take a peep at the lowing Constitutional Amendme- school room now. It is freshly nts, submitted to the voters of
scrubbd irom one comer to the the State of New Mexico, by the
other and every thing neatly ar- last State Legislature, as follows
ranged ready for a prosperous
Amendment
Constitutional
Children are an- Nq, 1, for an Amendment of Se-- 1
school term.
xiously waiting for school days ction 2 of Article VII of the Co-- 1
once again.
nstitution of the State of New
M' and Mrs. Ilazen, Mrs. Don Mexiso. Constitutional AmendBradiey visited friends down at ment No.2 for an Amendment to
David Sunday. They dont pro- Section 22 of Article II of the
pose to tell the history of their State Constitution of the State
trip but just the same they re- of New Mexico. Constitutional
port a glorious time and got all Amendment No. 3 for an Amen-- 1
the water niellons their cars co- dment to Section 1 of Article V
uld bring back with them. Mr. of the Constitution of the State
and Mrs. Angel did their best of New Mexico. Constitutional
to see that Ralph and Maggie Amendment No. 4 for an Amen- got all they wanted to eat, along dment to Section 5 of Article
the mellón line, but seeing how VIII of the Constitution of the
well they liked mellons, Mr. and; State of New Mexico. Constjtu
Mrs. Angel gave up and decided tional Amendment No. 5 an Am
to try again some time when endment to Article XI of the
Constitution of the State of New
the mellons grow larger.
Miss Blanch Hall and mother Mexico entitled "Corporations
visited Mrs. L. Hazen's Satur- other than Municipal" by adding thereto a new section to be
day.
Constitutional
A couple of T. A. Price's fri- numbered 19.
No. 6 to Amend
ends were up irom David to visit Amendment
Section 3 of Article XX, and
him over night.
Clarance Driskil is cutting ca- Seition 5, Article IV, of the Constitution of the State of New
ne for his father Mr. Been.
Chas Woods and Oscar Mur- Mexico. Constitutional Amendphy are hauling wheat this week ment No. 7 an Amendment to
Mr. and Mrs. Handle were in Article VIII of the Constitution
Roy on business-- ' Friday and of the State of New Merico, EnConstistopped at the school house on titled "Public Lands".
tutional Amendment No.' 8 an
the way back.
Mrs. Sanger is on .the sick Amendment to Section 2 of Article VIII of the State of New
list this week.
Constitutional AmendMr. Weir and Mr. Hunt have Mexico.
mn , tí two trips or more to Roy ment No. 9 an Amendment of
Section 12 of Article Nine of the
with some fine watermellons.
T. J. Heiman and wife were Constitution of the State of New
out Sunday taking the names of Mexico, Entitled " State, County
and Municipal Indebtedness."
all school children.
Oscar Aspgren is buying whe- Constitutional Amendmend No.
10 an Amendment to Section 2
at this week at Mosquero.
M. L. Wood and family, and of Article X of the Constitution
several others attended the ser- of the State of New Mexico, Envices at Solano By Brother Ford titled "County and Municipal
Sunday. It seems good to see Amendment No. 11 an AmendBro Ford aitd family here once ment to the Constitution of the
again, but it seems hardly fair State of New Mexico by adding
t ncit they should have to leave thereto another Section to Arti
us so soon, never the less, we cle IX, the same to be numbered
hope to see them again here on 16.
Given by order of the Board
this circuit in the near future.
Mrs. Lysle Hazen has been of County Commissioners of Habothered with the epedemic that rding County, this the 3rd day
seems to be going around, Lysle of September, A.D. 1921.
E. F.Gallegos,
has also been bothered with it.
Chairman Board of
Al Claud has been on the sick
County Commissioners
list this week.
i'eli

is unusually low,
The tire mileage is unusually high. '

The gatoline consumption

'

.,'

111

'

"'

'

Ml

1

and part of the threshing Attest:
C. Ernest Anderson,

crew came home Saturday night
they are getting along fine with
the threshing and hope to be
back home soon, as there are
quite a few awaiting for the
Bradley machine.
Joe Woods attended church at
Solana Sunday.
Mrs .Cora Hazen has been on
the sick list, but is better now.
W. R. Bradley is hauling coal,
irom bolano this week.
Chas West s getting his bean
thresher ready to start threshing beans this week.
Mrs. C. C. Moore has been painting her house which adds a
great improvement to the farm.
Mr. Lunsford and Mr. Hill,
were at Hazen's on business.
Mr. and Mrs. Jay Bradley, accompanied T. J. and wife Sunday
over the neighborhood to take
all
ool age.
the-childre-n's

names of

sch-

J. A. Stevenson one of the
mesa's prominent farmers will
have n big cattle sale in the near
future. Watch the a for his
sale bill and announcement.
S--

ml
F. 3. BROWN VIGTCR CO.
jTjj Boy, New Mexico.

i,
t

THE WHITE GARAGE
Las Vegas, New Mexico.

:

Paz Ortiz and J. A. McKintosh.
Election to be held at Davis school house.
Precinct No. 10. Nicolas Vigil,
M. A. Vigil and Fulgencio C. de
Baca. Election to be held at Juan Vigil house.
Precinct No. 11. Jose Ines Vigil, Demetrio Cordova and Oscar
McKee.
Election to be "Held at
Lower Mosquero School house.
Precinct No. 12. Manuel Fuentes, O. O. Osborn and Mrs. Robert Rogers. Election to be 'held
at O.O. Osborn house.
Precinct No. 13 Procopio
Victor Martinez and H. H.
Kenogg. Election to be held at
Alamosa School house.
Precinct No. 14. Eligió Martinez, Elfigo Gallegos and George
Haynes. Election to' be held at
Eligió Martinez house.
Precinct No. 15. J. G. Tompkins, Walter Tompkins and M. T.
Nix. Election to be held at
Residence of Walter Tompkins.
Precinct No. 16. Wm. Maytum,
Valentine Blea and Lawrence
Swayer. Election to be held at
:
wí
Wm. Maytum Rouse.
C.
17.
No.
L.
Precinct
Woods,
D. B. Atkins and J. M. Bentley.
Election to be held at School
t
!"
house.
Precinct No. 18. Tito Vigil,
Ricardo D. Casados and Pedro
Tixier. Election to be held at
Salado School house.

ELECTION PROCLAMATION

BRADLEY

The F. S. Brown Motor Co.
has sold one Sampson Tractor
and Plow to P.P. Blake of Mos-- l
quero and yiU suake delivery
next week.
jtilbiiifcJ

SJ

By

County Clerk,
R. Lopez,
Deputy.

Mon-toy-

;

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at Clay
ton.New Mexico.

j

Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is hereby given that
Roger' Q. Stubbs, of Mosquero,
N. M. who on Sept, 3, 1918, made Additional Homestead Entry
026173. and on May 8, 1919, made Additonali Homestead Entry
No. 026176, for EVi of Sec 1,
Tp, 17N, Range 28E, and E2-Netof Sec, 12, Tp. 17N, Range
28E, and NwVi and
of Section 7, Township 17N, Range 29E, N.M.P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Fnal Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne,
U. S. Commissioner, at hs office in Mosquero, N. M.. on the
26th day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Phillip S. McDowell, Gregario
Montoya, Augustine Blea, and
John C. McNeill all of Mosquero,
N..M.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
A

W'2-Swi-

4,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
Mexico.
Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is hereby given that
Bingley D. Atkins, of Abbott,
Harding Co, New Mexico, who
on January, 22, 1918, made Homestead Application No. 025792
Sec. 5.
for Swi4-SwiSection
Sec. 6,
8, Township 22N. Range 25E.
N.M.P. Meridian, has fled notice
of intention to make Final Three
Year Proof, to establish claim to
the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner
at his office at Roy, New Merico
on the 24th day of October 1921.
Claimant names as witnesses :
A. J. Augur,
II. B. Martin,
Lonie Shipley and Esta Atkins,
all of Abbott, New Mexco.
Paz Valverde,
Register.
4,

W'1.-NwV-

Clay-ton,Ne-

w

Se-S-

ei.

i.,

NOTICE. FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior,
U. S. LAND OFFICE at
Mexico.
Sept, 7th, 1921
Notice is hereby given that
Santiago Martinez, of Mosquero,
N. M.. who on Sept. 7, 1916, made Additional Hohestead Entry
No. 023017, for Nw-NClay-ton.Ne-

JUDGES OF ELECTION
HARDING COUNTY.
:

Precinct No. 1. Malaquis Baca
W. C. Wickham and Juan Jose
Chavez, Election to be held at
School house.

a,

w

e,

Precinct No. 2. J.T. Mills, J.W.
Mackey and J. F. Horton. Election to be held at School house.
Precinct No. 3. E. J. H. Roy,
George Gonzales and Jacob
Election to be held at
F.H. Foster's office.
Precinct No. 4. O. A. Rainbow,
Virginia McClure and L. D. Williams. Election to be held at

Swi4-Nei-

4,

and

EV2-NW1-

4.

of

Section 12, Township 17N. Range 28E, N. M. P. Merridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Final Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above
described, before A. A. Wynne,
U.S. Comissioner at his office
in Mosquero, N. M. on the 27th
day of October 1921.
School house.
Claimant names as witnesses :
Precinct No. 5: Nicolas Lovato
Cruz Baca, Julian Garcia, LuAlbino Jaramillo and George M. ciano Baca and Jose Garcia v
Yates. Election to be held at Chavez, all of Mosquero, N. M.
George M. Yates house.
Paz Valverde,
Precinct No. 6. J. R. Kerlin,
Register.
Alfredo Gonzales and Eduardo
Sandoval. Election to be held at
The F. S. Brown Motor Coi
Dellaven school hquse.
has sold one Sampson Tractor
Precinct No. 7. Eugenio B. and Tandem Disc to J.B. Wood-ar- d
Gallegos. Faustin Hernandez and
of Roy and will make deliWm. R. Bradley. Election to be very this week.
held at Bradley school house.
Precinct No. 8. Simon Belarde,
FORJALE
Eusebio Montano and T. J. Hei-NEW FORDSON TRACTOR
man Election to be held at Al and plow. Write or see
;
IRA THETFORD, MILLS.N.M.
bert school house.
Precinct No. 9. J. H. Wilcox, M mv-- mm mm t 17- - 24- - 1st pd.
Floe-rshei-

THE
To Reclaim Used Motor Oil.
has been orgaulzed In
London with the object of reclaiming
stale lubricating oil. The waste oil
can be bought at prices ranging up to
about $100 per ton aud In some cases
can be had for the cost of collection.
It Is planned to establish immediate- ly a plant near London with a capacity
or treating M tons per week, which It
is believed, can be easily collected In
London and other plants In the various cities of the kingdom. Scientific
American.
A company

FAHY ARBUGKLE
IS BEHIND BARS
CHARGE

OF MURDER LODGED
AGAINST COMEDIAN FOLLOWING DEATH OF MISS RAPPE.

INJURY KILLS GIRL

((inters

picuyi
llSTRlIIEjIr
--

San Francisco,

pipe-smok- er

d,

When he

talked

of

pipe on his

his
re-

cent visit to
it

New York,

was with a
afwarmth and
fection that was
in dirict con-

trast to the

in-

-

volved, abstract

problems he

works on.
Even to the
greatest men, a
pipe of tobacco is a real solace. It is
such a simple thing to hold in about
one cubic ineh of space so much pleasure and contentment.
A
asks but little. He
wants a good pipe, but he simply must
iave the tobacco that just suits him.
If you happen to be sort of half- -,
worrying along without exactly the
tobacco you want, we would be glad
to have you try Edgeworth.
It may not suit your individual
taste, but it has made a hit with many
finicky
And you can
decide whether or not you like it so
easily!
Simply send us your address together with that of the dealer ordinarily supplying you, and we will despatch to you generous samples of
Edgeworth in both forms Plug Slice
pipe-smok- er

d.

Edgeworth Plug Slice is pressed into cakes, then cut into thin moist
slices. A slice rubbed in .the hands
makes an average pipe-loaEdgeworth
is ready
d
to pour straight into your pipe. It
packs nicely, and burns freely, evenly.
Edgeworth is sold in various sizes,
suited to the needs and means of all
purchasers. Both Edgeworth Ready-Rubband Edgeworth Plug Slice
come in small pocket-siz- e
packages, in
attractive tin humidors and glass jars,
and also in economical
quantities for customers wanting more
than a small, package, but not quite
the humidor size.
For the free samples, address Larus
& Brother Co., 41 South 21st Street,
Richmond, Va.
To Retail Tobacco Merchants
If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
parcel post a one-- or
carton
of any size of Plug Slice or Ready-Rubbfor the same price you would
pay the jobber.
d.

Ready-Rubbe-

two-doz-

ed

MAWS
BEST AGE
A man is as old as his organs; he
can be as vigorous and healthy at
70 as at 35 if he aids his organs in
performing their functions. Keep

your vital organs healthy with

GOLD MEDAL

The world's standard remedy for kidney,
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles since
1696; corrects disorders; stimulates vital
organs. All druggists, three sizes.
bos
Leak far Ike urn Gold MnJl aa
end accept bo imitation

mq

Ladies LetCuticura

Keep Your Skin
Fresh and Young
25, Obtamt

25

ua 50c, Talen 25c

KREMOLA fe'i"'" k
t7S

Pl

tesa
WW
MlcUna An.. Clkese.

TCF1TO Wataon

aat'raanable.

smoke Lucky Strike

I

it's sealed in by
the toasting process

B. Coleman,

Hlseeslretereioee.

picture

Under the Cullfornla pemil code, no
bail is allowable to a person charged
with murder, and Cnptnin Mathewson
expressed 'the opinion the court will
hold Arhucklef or the action of the
,
county grand Jury.
Miss Itappe died as a direct result
of Internal Injuries. The evidence disposed beyond question that this was
We know from
caused by Arhuckle.
the evidence that Arhuckle seized Miss
Rappe mid dragged her Into his bedroom stating, 'I have wulted for you for
five years, and now I have got you,' "
District Attorney Matthew Brady of
San Francisco said.
Miss Uappe, who died, was removed
from Arbuckle's rooms in a hotel in a
critical conditions after a party at
which five men and four women were

piesent.
Autopsy surgeons said death was
due to peritonitis, superinduced by an
Internal Injury.
Assistant District Attorney Milson
U'lten said that the charge of murder
was based on a section of the penal
code directing that such charge be
made in cases where death resulted
from a felony in this instance, actual

or attempted assault.
"Evidence of the various witnesses,"
U'lten said, clearly Indicated that an
assault had been committed, and was
the superinducing cause of the Injury
thnt resulted in the girl's death.
A post mortem examination by Dr.
William Opliulx. who attended Miss
Itnppe, disclosed, he said, that her
death resulted from peritonitis which
was caused by rupture of an Internal
organ. He said there was no evidence
of an assault and no signs that the
young woman had been attacked.
Dr. Shelby Strange, autopsy surgeon, said nn internal organ had been
ruptured,
causing
peritonitis and
He sent: the stomach to the
death.
city chemist for analysis. Mrs. Jane
Walsh, chief deputy coroner, and Mrs.
Jean Jameson, nurse who attended
Miss Uappe, said there were bruises
on the woman's arms and legs.
Detective Found Dead in Hotel.
El I'aso, Texas. Charles C. Cunningham, city detective, wns found
dead in his room in a local hotel, with
a revolver with one empty shell
clutched In his hand. Cunningham had
left police headquarters a short time
before, saying lie would be gone for
a few minutes. He was the son of Dr.
J. M. Cunningham, president of the
First National Bank of Las Vegas,
N. M.

aeueemeet

yvju04a.
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No Wonder.

One autumn little George entered
the same kindergarten that his brother
Henry had attended during the previous year. Very frequently the teacher called him Henry by mistake, until
she became provoked at herself and
said to him:
"I am sorry, George, but I don't
know why I always call you Henry.'.
"I guess I know," said George,
seriously. "I've got on Henry's shirt
and his pants and his shoes."

Important to Mothers

carefully every bottle of
xnai iamous oia remedy
for infanta and children, and see that it
Bears the
Signature of
In ÜRA for Ovar Híl Tauro
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
Examine

ifliMuiuA,

Made a Hit With Father.
Sweetie What did you say

Death List May Reach 300.
San Antonio, Texas. ;The list of
known dead from flood bus advanced
to
The dead and missing
were estimated at approximately 2"i0
by rescue workers, while Police Commissioner Phil Wright said they might
total 300. Many residents, however,
consider these figures high. The property loss was placed at $r,000,oqO by
some business men, but both lower and
higher estimates were made by many
who viewed the detraction.

Splker Romance Wrecked.
Md. The international
Baltimore,
romance of Perley R. Splker and Emily
R. Knowles, which, culminated when
Guy S. Splker consented to marry his
brother's English "war bride" aftei
Perley returned to his wife and child
In

this country, has struck the rocks

Emily Knowles Spiker. It Is said, has
sought other companionship and Ouj
Spiker has again taken up his borne
at the residence of his brother, Perley
Just where Mrs. Guj
R. Spiker.
Spiker is, is a mystery.

.

Stop Shaking and Rattling With
A-

nloabto book tolls whj nd how doei
niilsd on nquMt. When Toar Ford modi
toll jour dolr to iiuUU "Cork Insert."
A

AUTOMOBILE

ADVANCE

ACCESSORIES

Gledl
rtllDloff

j

CORP.

1723 PreJria Avenue. Chicago

Beware! Unless you see the nam
"Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting genuine Aspirin prescribed by physicians for twenty-on- e
years and proved safe by millions.
Take Aspirin only as told In the Bayer
package for Colds, Headache, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Earache, Toothache,
Lumbago, and for Pain. Handy tin
boxes of twelve Bayer Tablets of Aspirin cost few cents. Druggists also
sell larger packages. Aspirin is the
trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of
MonoacetIcaclde8ter
of Sallcyllcacld,

White Plague Dying Out?
Iteports from the National Tuberculosis association show tluit consumption may soon become a rare disease
in the United States. Public education In preventive measures aud years
of hard work by medical officers have
checked Its spread, and the death rate
goes down steadily every year. This
is in marked contTast to the tremendous Increase of tuberculosis In Europe
due to the ravages of the war. Popular Science Monthly.
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Louis-
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You Save From
$15 to $25 on every
Saddle and Harness
Direct from our workshop.
Send for our free catalog.

The Fred Mueller SaddU
and Harness Co.
I

Mil LariasrSl.Dsm.Cek.

ARIZONA Farm líariuln. lilt seres. 17,60
cash needed. No commissions. Write Federal
Farm Bureau, Washington St., .Chicago, 111.

W. N. U., DENVER, NO. 38 1921.

l.

Whtat to Take

for
Disordered Stomach

The Cutlcura Toilet Trio.
Having cleared your skin keep It clear
by making Cutlcura your every-datoilet preparations. The soap to cleanse
and purify, the Ointment to soothe and
heal, the Talcum to powder and perfume.
No toilet table Is complete
without them. 2oc everywhere.
Ad-

Take a good dose of Carter's Little Liver Pills
then take Z or 3 for a few nights after.

CARTERS

IVER
PILLS

y

An

interesting

conversationalist
about the

soon learns to be selfish
time.

The unexpected hnppens about as
often as the expected fails to.

You will relish your meals without iear of trouble to
follow. Millions of all ages take them for Biliousness,
Dizziness, Sick Headache, Upset Stomach and for Sallow,
Pimply, Blotchy Skin. They end the misery of Constipation.

4Sa&c

Kven when a man pays cash for an

electric battery he wants

It

charged.

swiiPüi:SanD...sdiPritt

Kven a bahyMraws the line at being
kissed by an old bachelor.

APüre, Sure
ealthful Baking Powder
Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder is now marje with pure Phosphate instead
of Tartrates. This change in formula enables us to sell it at a surprisingly low
price. Millions of women are delighted with the results they get with

Dr. PRICE'S
PHOSPHATE

akin

TTft

31

owdieif

For a large size can, 12 oz.
You can depend upon it for purity and wholesomeness the factories that make
it have been famous for the quality of their products for nearly seventy years.

A Gift from Your Grocer
With every purchase of Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder your grocer will
give you the

New Dr. Price Cook Book

Free

This Cook Book is the latest authority on all that is best in home-bakin- g
and
contains over 400 delightful, dependable recipes. Do not miss the opportunity
to get your copy of this helpful book free.

On Sale

I

Hl

comfort to
pel,
fees. Dieses weliler Hn, Me. by nail or at Drue
siite. filsoexCaemlcei Works, retetucM. N. X.

141

shop."

Color end
end Faded

hi Dei iirnmriBia.
Wlufox Cbpm. W lis. Patchotiif, 1. T.
mna

HINDERCORNSensures
t.
loases, oto., stops ell

Life as I See It.
More laws, ell? We've got more
laws now than we can break. Louis,
ville Courier-Journa-

Serious Matter.
Brown had at last obtained the corC'mon.
rect recipe for "home brew" and had
"I'm lookin' fer a harness
spent considerable time In preparing
"C'mon.
Them's corsets."
the first batch of it. He had placed
Courier-Journait on a shelf in the pantry. Ten days ville
later he looked for it nnd it was gone.
"Mary, where Is the kettle I placed
In the pantry about ten days ago?" he
asked his wife.
"Why, It sat there so long I thought
It had spoiled nnd I threw It out," she
replied.
And they haven't spoken to one another since. Notre Dame Juggler.

PAWk'CDXl

1

In Boston.
Polite Modification.
Lady Visitor (to boy's mother)
"We'll call our big pri7(e fight a
boxing match, of course."
Marine I told him I'd saved up
Can't little James recite some of the
Skill Recognized.
five hundred dollars and wanted to
"Let's make It milder than that. verse he learns at school?
"How Is Josh getting ulong with the
marry you. ''
Boston
Let's call It a motion picture rehearsPoetry ac
Jamie ?o.
violin?"
cording to my way of thinking, is
Sweetie Oh,
you, darling?
did
"Better'n I expected," replied Farm- al."
without logical coherence nnd thereWhat was the result?
er Corntossel.
"Time nnd again It
Murine He borrowed the five hun- sounds like It was goin' to pieces, but
There never has been enough satire fore devoid of interest, but I shall, If
dred bucks. The Leatherneck.
Josh always has the luck to hold It to- to season the vast ocean of sentimen- you desire, state some of the formulas of higher mathematics.
gether somehow."
tality.
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to vertisement.

father?
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Advance Cork Insert
Brake Lining It- Fords
It.
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perLyons, France. Twenty-fivsons are reported to have been killed
and sixty Injured when an express
train, running from Strasburg to Lyons, was derailed near this city. It was
going fifty miles an hour. The accident is believed to have been due to a
mistake by a switchman.

Shoots Wife and Minister.
New Urleans, La. Jamie Miller of
New Urleans and the Rev. C. J. W.
Boyd of Nashville, Tenn., were shot
aud fatally wounded at the closing
session of the National Baptist convention of negroes. David Miller, the
woman's liushund, is being held for the
shooting, the motive of which, police
say, was jealousy. According to their
reports, all five bullets fired were intended for Mrs. Miller and the Rev.
Boyd was' the victim of a stray shot.
The Rev. Boyd Is secretary of the Baptist board of education. The big
chorus of singers sang to quiet the
crowd.
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Many Killed in Derail.

ed

Soap

Notice this delicious

Koscoe (Fatling been
with the murder of
mot ion

Its
toasted

actress.

Why is it that the big men of the
countries are almost always smokers? Isn't it because men who work on
nerve know the need of Bomethinz
that makes them let up and rest once
in a while between times?
That's what your
does.
He drops for a moment the matter
that is worrying him. He sinks into
an easy position, lights his pipe, and
after a few absent-minderestful
puffs his mind swings back on that
aubject fresh and with a bang.
This habit must have something to
do with making great thinkers and
great fighters, for most of them smoke,
and after a smoke-res-t,
something
breaks.
Take Einstein, the man who has
upset the world of philosophers by his
theories of time and space. It is said
that his ideas are so hard to understand that only a dozen people in the
world do understand them. We don't.
But we know that he must be a great
thinker; he must have to concentrate
for long, intense hours on his problems.
And we do know
that he loves
his briar pipe.
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Doa't Blunt

greatly relieved by constitutional treatHALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE!
I
constitutional, remedy. Catarrhal
Deafness is caused by an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or imperfect
hearing, and when It is entirely closed
Deafness is the result. Unless the inflammation can be reduced, your hearing
be destroyed forever.
HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE acts through the
blood on the mucous surfaces of the system thus reducing the Inflammation and
assisting Nature in restoring normal conditions.
Circulars free. All Druggists.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo,
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ty) Arhuckle, screen actor,
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CATARRHAL DEAFNESS

ASPIRIN

How Bill Wat Canceled.
Kaye Old Tupper had bad luck,
didn't he?
Gray Oil, what was that? I don't GRAND JURY WILL SIT ON CASE
think I heard about It.
AND ARBUCKLE MUST WAIT
"Why, he got so far behind with the
IN PRISON.
rent for his room at his boarding-hous- e
that he had to marry the landlady.'' London Answers.

The Men
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at All Grocers
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TAILOR SHOP. ROY N.M.
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better prepared than

l

Finir on
Monday Monday or Thcsday of this m eek
commenced
and promises to rapidly get do- - oen'the streets of Roy. Finder ple-v- n
to busmes.
asi retUrn to the Spanish-An:crThe teachers to the different can-otice, and receive reward.
i
i
i
t.;'L i in cnu are
scnoois nave arnica
2
taking up their work in the dif.At last Ray has a first . class
ferent districts.
Tailor. Shop including;, a .steam j&
representative Montoya devo pressing plant ana oilier imnr
ted a couple of. days in speaking overrents. If you come once you
in Harding County in the inte will come again. We put in the
rest of some of the amendments crease that stays.' The CUyTail-o- r
and in behalf of the candidacy
Shop. Roy, New Mexico.
of Senator Bursum.
Mr. Ilearne and family from
NOTICE TO ALL MASONS
Denver, Colo, have rented the
Mesa notei and win renovate it
On Thursday September the
and install a tirst class cate and; 29th, Acacia Lodge No; 53 A.F.
uplto-dat- e
hotel. Mr. Ilearne is & A.M. will lav
stone
an experienced hotel man and 'and dedicate the new TTnrrliw
expects to place Mosquero on the County High School at Roy, ÑJ
map as a town wun a gooa notei m. All Masons are requested to
service. ..
attend.
Hon. B. F. Brown, County As- T .E .Mitchell, W.M.'"
sessor J. M. Baca and Mr. Mealy
accompanied Representative Mo- - NEW LUTHERAN PASTO?,
ntoya on his speaking tour to .
FOR ROY AND MILLS.
the Eastern part of the county.
Meetings were held at Salado & ' Rev. R. Lammers, Lutheran
Rosebud, which were well atten- - Pastor from Raton.' has for the
ded and which were the means past six months; been coming to
of giving the voters considerable, Mills every few weeks to hold
valuable information on, the ele- - Divine services for Lutheran faction to be held on the 20th of milies residing around Rov and
September.
Mills.
However, as Rev. Lam- The suit of L. N. DeWeese vs. mers is much pressed with work
J. L. Linson involving the qui- - the Mission Board of the Luthe- ting of title to a piece of land rn Church decided to send a
Mosquero was set for hea- - dent of Theology to Roy and
'ring at Clayton on Monday Se- - Mills to take charge of the work
ptember 12th. Messrs DeWeese of organizín ff a Luthem Congre- Brown, Wilson, Longley and
rr
Thls student Mr. C.
Hamilton' were in attendance at atl01V
is
Adams
now residing at Roy
ithe trial. It caused a long hard
at the home of Dr. T. F. Self.
ter be rendered unnecessary by Mr. Adams com as from Cnncm.
C0Urt aí 'Jl" 0Wn'dia
coimhtydsS f
TheoIical Seminal of
111, and he will be glad
ringfield
Truiillo and mother
y
to
speak
anyone on the
with
and family left for Mora where
will visit at the parental trine and practices of the Luth- home of Mrs. Trujillo for a sh- -' evan Church. r
j.
......
"nil,
we , aaroiupa--n ,
o" ume.
Lutheran services and Sundav
will be held every Sunday
.School
will proceed from there to Taos
County where he will look over at the Brand School House, be-- ;
the large ti'iict of land that is ginning at 9.30 A.M. Any one
p oon to be t hrown open, to setwho has not as yet affiliated
tlement.
with, any local congregation is
Mr. Mealey has purchased
from Mr. George Brown three urged to' attend and will be as
in the sou- - sured of a hearty Welcome. The
lots in the addition
ü 1
.
.
a
.1.
1
r
il
me rastor s sermon
uiern pan oi town aimj expects weme ior
to mane arrangements to Duncrfor Sunday Sept. 18th will be
nouses on tnem m me near iu- ny
ture for the purpose of renting;- - , , , need a Christian liVrL
them out to the niany people
who are daily trying to find 1
MEN
ving accomodations in the cotí- - NOTICE
nty seat and are unable to k so.
.
.
vv hat 18 known as the "Clean-moMr. Faustin Hernandez has al- P Squad" will be in Roy Septe- completed the residence
house built on Cedar Street and mber 29th, for the purpose of
has already contracted it for a adjusting all delinquent compengood monthly sum to one of the sation
or any other grievances
many applicants for houses to
that"
' 1U1 nmy
rent and expects to commence
Tthe VVar Department.
th
near futu-jí- f Boys
another house
dont fail in m
fham oo
:
re. lie is building neat little i,,.
this
may
be
your
last
chance. It
four room adobe houses and alis your duty to tell others about
ready has several applications
it also.
for the house that he expects
Homer Holmes.
to commence in the near future.
School
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WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HIGH GRADE
LOW PRICED CHILDREN'S SCHOOL SHOES.
COME IN AND EXAMINE THEM

f

the-corne-

I)ONT FORGET OUR FALL COATS.
THE VERY
HEP'- IN MATERIAL, AND THE VERY
LATEST IN STYLES.

.err Self Scaling Mason Jars, only $1.05 per dz.
Try our J.S.B. Coffee in 5 pound Milk Maid Buckets. $2 9o

o:n gali.cn specials are still
(This veek only.)

GUARANTEED
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TEACH YOUR
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PUBLIC SALE

living too many cattle for RADIATOR HEATER IS
tho grass that 1 own, 'I have
EASILY CONSTRUCTED
io sell the most of them at
AUCTION
my
at
PUBLIC
farm
i

vi

four miles east of Mills, and ten
y
miles due north of Roy, otf
September 22nd, 1921,
Sale to begin promptly at 1
o'clock P. M. the lollowine pro-

i i
rUiQ

m

u.

iu-.iums-

and
Ilol-stei-

n

head of Spring calves, 14
Holsteins and 2 Durhams, These
aré all high grade cattle, well
bred and come from the best
dairy herd on the mesa.
16

FARM MACHINERY

man

j.

i).

One

12

Trac-.tor- s,

One
Disc

Tandem and other smaller articles.
TERMS: On all sums over Ten

hc.'i'er (hut will prevent an auto
ni llator from freezing- while
a garnjre is
ii. . ,: :i 'MiiP stands-ihIiom
in th
drawing. The bottom
of an- ulti milk can ia cut off, us indicated, aini .lutt end of the contuinor
flattened. A s.rup-irostand suijortf
the can, which in bfld in position by
an iron rod that cunneets thu upper
ends of the short legs of the stand.
The flattened oi.il rests on a wire,
strung between tl.e long legs. Ileut
Is furnished by on ordinary lamp, the
chimney of which fits in a hole in the
can. The lump is placed on a shelf
nttached to the short legs. Cold air
n
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VULCANIZING

The Only Road To Success
Most successful business men owe their success to the
Savings Account Habit.
CULTIVATE IT EARLY IN LIFE
Deposit a dollar or two each week and see how rapidly
will

grew.

Ernest G. Parkes, c.virk.
Best Soil Application.
Hotted manure is commonly considered to be the best application tha'
can be clven the soil.
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NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE
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Capital and
Surplus
$36,01)0.00

doc-the-

ORA BERNSTOFF
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DEALER IN GRAIN
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If you have any grun to sell, see me

e
or.-writ-

,
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Solano, and Mosquero, NewMexL

li--

,

j
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Surveying and Mapping
County Surveyor
Land Matters before the Department of the

Made From an Old Milk Can,
vice It Used In a Garage to
Freezing.

; The Steinbaugh brothers who
are drilling a well on the George Spivey property on Cedar
lost a drill bit in the hole when
the well was almost completed.
Fortunately wells in the county
seat seldom have to be drilled
to a depth of over 100 feet, so
they got a new bit, moved the
the De machine over a few feet and
Prevent put down a new hole within a
very short time.

Interior Contests..

oUm

QUALITY

Fairview Pharmacy
The Koy Drug Store
i

i

i

it

We will open an account with you for as low as ?L09
We PAY 5 PER CENT. INTEREST ON TIME DEPOSITS

v

A. Stevenson.

Water Ditch Ii Harmful.
water ditch in a field Is like a rot
.ten potato In a bin. It soon eats u
íthe ood part of the field.

,

in-th-e

Owner.
Wm. G. Johnson, Auctioner,

A

f .i
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Dollars, fourteen months time
"will be given drawing 6 percent
interest from date. Ten percent
discount fccash on tu o r
chases. Ten Dollars and under,
cash in hand. Bankable note or
aproved security required. Mi
nronerty to be removed until set
tied for.
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- ritaa (leifeis and Steers 21

both in good shape.
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W.W'bOHOm
Off Is Made Use of.

.

and all bred to Thorobred
bull.

Twit.

1

UaH

Ordinary Lamp, Chimney of Which
Fits Hole in Container, Furnishes
Ample Heat Device Prevents
Freezing in Garafle..

So'ne giving

.

a

ev-

j

perty:
45 Head High Grade CaC'j
8 good milk cows, Holsteins

mi

MlliC

Thu-rsda-

stu-ine-

now

We can do any kind of mechanical and
electrical work and We guarantee every
piece of work that we do.
Bring in that car cr tractor and let
us overhaul it before the busy season sets
in.
"Come to the place where you get
your work done bv Competent Mechanics
and the work GUARANTEED."
RAYMOND PENDLETON PRC PRIETOR

j

í

We-ar-

$

er to handle your auto and tractor repair
work. We burn in bearings which makes
them last much longer.
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DRY GOODS

'

VULCANIZIN

PRIC- EAND- --

A complete line of;
Drugs, Patent and Propriety Medicenes, Perfumes, Toilet Articles
and Stationery, Flashlights and Batteries, Candies, Cigars and- - Tobaccos,
Okeh Records, Kodaks and Eastman supplies.

UP

TO-ÜAT-

SERVICE

E

SODA FOUNTAIN
All the Popular Drinks andjlc is. HotJDrinks injseason.

News stand.

, Al! tb6

ai83t Masaste

vnd daily papers.

ESTAULISHEU.1903

Dr.M.D.Gibbs
(Proprietor.)

S.E. PAXTON GRO. CO.
"A Square Deal Every Day."

